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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a real-time distributed Sys 
tem which can improve productivity of Software by Sup 
pressing a volume of Software change incident to change in 
the System configuration, and can Send or receive a message 
requested to be sent or received corresponding to its priority. 
A middleware is contained in each of control units. Services 
of the middleware in each of the control units are as follows, 
that is, 1... tasks T1, . . . , Tn for executing Starting AP 
modules and calling RT communication processing accord 
ing to Starting order information and the like in AP configu 
ration information, and 2. RT communication Service for 
executing Sending and receiving messages Msgl, ..., Msgn 
between the AP modules corresponding to the calling. The 
AP configuration information and the messages are gener 
ated by an information processor based on user defined 
information and transmitted to each of the units by on-line 
or off-line. Further, the real-time distributed system com 
prises a network controller for executing network commu 
nication by Storing a plurality of Sending and receiving 
messages, a network driver for executing network commu 
nication using the network controller, a network driver for 
executing network communication using the network con 
troller, a network driver priority management means for 
determining priority of processing of the network driver 
corresponding to priorities of Sent and received messages to 
be handled, and a Scheduling means for executing process 
ing of the network driver according to the priority of the 
processing of the network driver. 
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FIG.43 
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FIG.46(a) 
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FIG.48 
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FIG.49 
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FIG.56 
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DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMAND 
INFORMATION SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates to a distributed con 
trol System in which a plurality of built-in Systems are 
connected with a field network such as a CAN (controller 
area network), a foundation field bus or the like. 
0002. A distributed control system in which a plurality of 
built-in Systems are connected with a field network has been 
applied to a power train control System of a vehicle, a field 
instrument control System of factory automation or proceSS 
automation, a control System of a medical instrument or a 
robot. 

0003) In an LON (local operating network) of a kind of 
field networks or in a Standard communication protocol for 
automobile control OSEK-COM), a library method is 
employed. In the library method, an application program 
module (hereinafter, referred to as AP module) calls com 
munication processing. A technology in connection with the 
library method is described, for example, in “OSEK/VDX 
Communication Version 2.0a (edited by OSEK group)”. 
0004. On the other hand, in most of industrial systems, a 
memory transcribing method (reflective memory method) is 
employed. In the memory transcribing method, an AP mod 
ule and communication processing Separated from each 
other through a common memory are asynchronously oper 
ated. A technology in connection with the memory transcrib 
ing method is disclosed, for example, in Japanese Patent 
Application Laid-Open No. 6-332807. 
0005. When a message is sent or received through a 
network, a network controller realizing the network com 
munication by hardware and a network driver performing 
the network communication using the network controller are 
used. Here, let a buffer for storing the sent and received 
message provided in the network controller be called as a 
mail box. For example, in a case of Sending a message, a 
Sending requirement from an application to the network is 
arranged in a Sending requirement queue. The network 
driver performs network Sending processing by taking the 
Sending requirement out of the Sending requirement queue 
one by one and Storing the Sent message into the mail box. 
Since the Sending requirement queue is generally queued by 
FIFO, the network Sending processing is performed in order 
of time requiring Sending. However, in a real time distrib 
uted System, it is desirable that priority is added to the 
message and the network communication processing is 
performed in order of the priority. Therefore, as described, 
for example, in Interface, No. 12, 1994, pages 72 to 148, 
published by CQ Publisher, there is a method of controlling 
a network communication in order of priority by changing 
places of queued Sending requirements to order of priority of 
messages to be sent by an application. Thereby, the network 
driver can perform network Sending processing according to 
the priority of the Sent data at extracting the Sending require 
ments from the Sending requirement queue instead of 
extracting in order of time requiring Sending. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. However, in the conventional library method 
described above, it is difficult to guarantee the worst execut 
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ing time of Sensor inputting to actuator outputting including 
the communication processing through the network, that is, 
to guarantee the real time operatability of end-to-end 
because a communication proceSS or the like is described in 
the AP module. 

0007. In other words, in a case where real-time operat 
ability is independently guaranteed for each AP module in 
taking the Starting timings of the AP module and commu 
nication processing into consideration, the AP module needs 
to be completely re-written ever change in the System 
configuration because the AP module does not have versa 
tility at least in the real-time operation, and accordingly the 
real-time operatability of end-to-end is difficult to be guar 
anteed. Further, as Standardization of protocol in field net 
work is being progressed, it is expected that need for 
interconnection of different vendor units from each other is 
being increased. However, when the units of different kinds 
are interconnected and rewriting of the AP module on each 
of the units is impossible, the real-time operatability of 
end-to-end can not be guaranteed. 

0008. On the other hand, according to the conventional 
memory transcribing method described above, the worst 
executing time of each AP module and the worst executing 
time of communication processing are guaranteed because 
the AP module and the communication processing are sepa 
rated from each other, but the data transmission delay occurs 
because the AP module and the communication processing 
are asynchronously started. Therefore, the worst executing 
time from Sensor input to actuator output including the 
communication processing through the network is not guar 
anteed. From Such a reason, it is considered that the con 
ventional memory transcribing method is unsuitable for 
processing Severe in requiring the worst executing time. 
0009 Further, according to the conventional memory 
transcribing method, traffic on the network is easily occurs 
because data on a common memory is periodically trans 
ferred and updated ny the communication processing. 
0010) A first object of the present invention is to provide 
a distributed control System which can easily guarantee the 
real-time operatability of end-to-end over a network and can 
SuppreSS a volume of Software change incident to change in 
the System configuration. A Second object of the present 
invention is to provide an information processing System 
which can automatically produce information defining the 
control structure of each control unit on the distributed 
control System. 

0011 Further, in the conventional memory transcribing 
method described above, there is a problem that when a 
network driver is once Started up to Start network Sending 
processing, network Sending processing for a message hav 
ing a higher priority can not be executed until the present 
network processing is completed even if a Sending require 
ment is made to the message having the priority higher than 
that of the data presently under network Sending processing. 

0012 Here, a real-time distributed system in which a 
plurality of network controllers are connected is taken as an 
example. It is assumed that the real-time distributed System 
employs a network which performs priority control of the 
network according to priorities added to messages. When the 
plurality or network controllerS Send messages to the net 
work, the priority control of the network is performed 
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according to the priorities added to the messages, a network 
controller, which makes a Sending requirement of message 
of the highest priority among messages required to be sent, 
can Send the message to the network. At that time, a network 
controller making a Sending requirement of message of 
lower priority is behind in Sending the message to the 
network. Therefore, if the network controller can not per 
form network Sending processing of a message of a higher 
priority until network Sending processing of a massage of a 
lower priority is completed, the network Sending processing 
of the message of the higher priority is further deferred to 
produce a problem in the real-time operatability of the 
System. 

0013 Therefore, a third object of the present invention is 
to provide a distributed control System which can Send a 
message of the highest priority among messages required to 
be sent even if the network driver processing has been 
already Started. 
0.014. In order to attain the above-mentioned first object, 
a control unit connected to a network comprises a module 
configuration information Storing portion for Storing Starting 
procedure of one or more Software modules composing an 
application program; and a module Starting control portion 
for executing the application program modules referring to 
the module configuration information Storing portion. 
0.015 Further, in order to attain the above-mentioned first 
object, a control unit connected to a network comprises a 
message object configuration information Storing portion for 
Storing Starting procedure of one or more message objects 
having a network communication function; and a real-time 
communication processing control portion for executing the 
message objects referring to the message object configura 
tion information Storing portion. 
0016 Furthermore, in order to attain the above-men 
tioned first object, in a distributed control System having at 
least one control unit connected to a network, the control 
unit connected to a network comprises a module configu 
ration information Storing portion for Storing Starting pro 
cedure of one or more Software modules composing an 
application program; an object configuration information 
Storing portion for Storing Starting procedure of one or more 
message objects having a network communication function; 
a module Start control portion for executing the application 
program module referring to the application program mod 
ule configuration information Storing portion; and a real 
time communication processing control portion for execut 
ing the message object referring to the message object 
configuration information Storing portion. 
0.017. Further, in order to attain the above-mentioned first 
object, a control unit connected to a network comprises a 
first information Storing portion for Storing the application 
programs and a communication control processing program 
in which the message communication processing is defined; 
a Second information Storing portion for Storing module 
configuration information in which Starting order of the 
programs on the control unit is determined; and a third 
information Storing portion for Storing message object by 
which a start control portion for Starting the application 
program and the communication processing program and a 
communication control program Started by the Start control 
portion Send and receive message data between the appli 
cation programs based on the Starting order determined in 
the module configuration information. 
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0018. In the distributed control system, because the start 
ing control means makes the application program and the 
communication control program into operation according to 
the module configuration information, the application pro 
gram and the message communication processing program 
are completely Separated from each other. Therefore, 
according to the distributed control System, even if the 
System configuration or the unit configuration is changed, 
the application can be executed under the new System 
configuration by changing only the Set contents of the 
module configuration information without changing the 
Software. That is, Since a Volume of Software change inci 
dent to change in the System configuration can be Suppressed 
to minimum, labor for matching the application to the new 
System can be reduced and productivity of Software can be 
improved. 

0019 Further, in the distributed control system, since 
Starting order of the application program and the commu 
nication control program on each of the control units can be 
changed by changing the Set contents of the module con 
figuration information on each of the control units, the 
application program and the communication control pro 
gram can be easily started Synchronously or asynchronously. 
Therefore, it is easy to Shorten the worst executing time of 
Sensor inputting to actuator outputting including the com 
munication processing through the network, and it is easy to 
guarantee the real time operatability of end-to-end. 

0020. In order to attain the above-mentioned second 
object, an information processing System comprises an input 
receiving means for receiving inputs of Starting order infor 
mation of all application modules comprising an application 
executed on a distributed control System having a plurality 
of control units, unit Storing information designating a unit 
allocated to each of the application modules and input data 
name information of each of the application modules, an 
information generating means for generating at least one of 
module configuration information and message object based 
on the Starting order information and the input and output 
data name information, wherein in regard to each of the 
control units designated as the allocated units by the allo 
cation unit information, the module configuration informa 
tion determines Starting order on the control unit of all the 
application modules allocated to the control unit and the 
message object is for Sending and receiving each of the 
application modules allocated to the control unit; and an 
output means for outputting the information generated by 
the information generating means. 
0021 According to the information processing System, 
only by inputting the input information Such as the System 
configuration information determining the Starting order of 
all the application modules composing the application into 
the input receiving means, the information defining the 
control structure of each of the control units of the distrib 
uted control System, that is, any one of the module configu 
ration information and the message object is automatically 
generated based on the input information. Therefore, the 
present information processing System is useful for easily 
insuring the real-time operatability of end-to-end of the 
distributed control system. 

0022. In order to attain the above-mentioned third object, 
a distributed control System comprises a network driver for 
performing network communication by executing process 
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ing of Sending and receiving a plurality of massages using 
the network controller containing a plurality of Sent and 
received messages to be handled; a network driver priority 
management portion for determining priorities on the pro 
cessing of the network driver corresponding to the priorities 
of communication of the Sent and received messages, and a 
Scheduling portion for executing the processing of the 
network driver according to the priorities of the processing 
of the network driver. 

0023. Further, in order to attain the above-mentioned 
third object, a distributed control System comprises a mes 
Sage memory portion for Storing a plurality of Sent and 
received messages, a network driver for performing network 
communication by executing processing of Sending and 
receiving the plurality of messages Stored in the message 
memory portion using the network controller; a network 
driver priority management portion for determining priori 
ties on the processing of the network driver corresponding to 
the priorities of communication of the Sent and received 
messages to be handled; and a Scheduling portion for 
executing the processing of the network driver according to 
the priorities of the processing of the network driver. 
0024. Furthermore, in order to attain the above-men 
tioned third object, a distributed control System comprises a 
message memory portion for Storing a plurality of Sent and 
received messages, a network driver for performing network 
communication using the network controller; a communi 
cation processing library for executing processing of Send 
ing and receiving a plurality of messages Stored in the 
message memory portion using the network driver; a net 
work driver priority management portion for determining 
priorities on the processing of the network driver corre 
sponding to the priorities of communication of the Sent and 
received messages to be handled; and a Scheduling portion 
for executing the processing of the network driver according 
to the priorities of the processing of the network driver. 
0.025 By the above-mentioned configuration, even if a 
network driver is once Started up to Start a task of message 
Sending processing, a Sending processing task for a network 
driver having a higher priority is started in parallel to 
execute the Sending processing of the message having the 
higher priority without waiting completion of network Send 
ing processing being progressed now when a Sending 
requirement is made to the message having the priority 
higher than that of the data presently under network Sending 
processing. Similarly, in a case of receiving, when a message 
having a higher priority is received during processing of a 
message receiving task, a receiving processing task of the 
network driver having a higher priority is started to execute 
the receiving processing earlier. By doing So, messages can 
be received in order of higher priority. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0.026 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of 
an embodiment of a unit in accordance with the present 
invention. 

0.027 FIG. 2 is a figure showing an example of AP 
module configuration information and message object con 
figuration information. 
0028) 
0029 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing a flow of operation of 
interruption processing. 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing operation of a task. 
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0030 FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing operation of a 
task in a throttle control unit. 

0031 FIG. 6 is tables showing parameters of the unit 
shown in FIG. 5. 

0032 FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing operation of a 
task in which the functions are distributed. 

0033 FIG. 8 is tables showing parameters of the unit 
shown in FIG. 7. 

0034 FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing operation of a 
task which a unit is added to. 

0035 FIG. 10 is a figure showing tables of correspon 
dence between interrupt cause-Start task in the throttle 
control unit 1. 

0.036 FIG. 11 is tables showing TCBs (task control 
blocks) of task A, task B and task C. 
0037 FIG. 12 is a table showing an AP module configu 
ration information. 

0038 FIG. 13 is a table showing a message object 
configuration information. 
0039 FIG. 14 is a diagram showing operation of a task 
when a module is transferred from one unit to another unit. 

0040 FIG. 15 is a figure showing tables of correspon 
dence between interrupt cause-Start task in the throttle 
control unit 1. 

0041 FIG. 16 is tables showing TCBs (task control 
blocks) of task A, task B and task C. 
0042 FIG. 17 is a table showing an AP module configu 
ration information. 

0043 FIG. 18 is a table showing a message object 
configuration information. 
0044 FIG. 19 is a block diagram showing the configu 
ration of an AP configuration generating tool. 
004.5 FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing the configu 
ration of a distributed control processing middleware code 
generating tool. 

0046 FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing the flow of 
processing of an information processing System. 

0047 FIG. 22 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module arranging information table contained in a unit 
configuration information. 
0048 FIG.23 is a figure showing an example of a system 
input/output information table contained in a System input/ 
output information. 
0049 FIG. 24 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module Start information table contained in a System con 
figuration information. 
0050 FIG. 25 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module input/output information table contained in the 
System configuration information. 

0051 FIG. 26 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module/message object Start information table generated by 
an information analyzing tool. 
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0.052 FIG. 27 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module/message object Start information table generated by 
an information analyzing tool. 
0053 FIG. 28 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module/message object Start information table generated by 
an information analyzing tool. 
0.054 FIG. 29 is a figure showing an example of a 
message object information table for each control unit 
generated by the information analyzing tool. 

0055 FIG. 30 is a flowchart showing the flow of infor 
mation automatic generating processing executed by the 
information analyzing tool. 

0056 FIG. 31 is a flowchart showing the flow of inter 
unit communication data extracting processing in an inter 
unit communication data extracting routine S3070 of FIG. 
30. 

0057 FIG. 32 is a figure for explaining the inter-unit 
communication data extracting processing in detail. 

0.058 FIG. 33 is a flowchart showing the flow of inter 
task communication data extracting processing in an inter 
task communication data extracting routine S3071 of FIG. 
30. 

0059 FIG. 34 is a figure for explaining the inter-task 
communication data extracting processing in detail. 

0060 FIG. 35 is a flowchart showing the flow of packed 
data extracting processing in a packed data extracting rou 
tine S3072 of FIG. 30. 

0061 FIG. 36 is a figure conceptually showing a packed 
data extracting table generated by the packed data extracting 
processing. 

0.062 FIG. 37 is a flowchart showing the flow of message 
object processing in a message object generating routine 
S3073 of FIG. 30. 

0063 FIG.38 is a flowchart showing the flow of writing/ 
reading Setting processing and Sending/receiving Setting 
processing in a message object item Setting routine S3074 of 
FIG. 30. 

0064 FIG. 39 is a flowchart showing the flow of post 
updating action Setting processing and priority Setting pro 
cessing in the message object item setting routine S3074 of 
FIG. 30. 

0065 FIG. 40 is a flowchart showing the flow of updat 
ing condition Setting processing and Setting correcting pro 
cessing in the message object item setting routine S3074 of 
FIG. 30. 

0.066 FIG. 41 is a flowchart showing the flow of message 
object Sending/receiving Setting processing in a message 
object sending/receiving setting routine S3075 of FIG. 30. 

0067 FIG. 42 is a flowchart showing the flow of start 
condition Setting processing in a start condition Setting 
routine S3076 of FIG. 30. 

0068 FIG. 43 is a flowchart showing the flow of wait 
setting processing in a start condition setting routine S3.078 
of FIG. 30. 
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0069 FIG. 44 is a flowchart showing the flow of task 
priority Setting processing in a task priority Setting routine 
S3079 of FIG. 30. 

0070 FIG. 45 (a) is a figure conceptually showing the 
data Structure of a communication information table con 
tained in a user defining information, and (a) is a figure 
conceptually showing the data Structure of a packed infor 
mation table contained in the user defining information. 
0071 FIG. 46 is flowcharts showing the flow of setting 
correcting processing to be added to the message object item 
setting routine S3074 of FIG. 30. 
0072 FIG. 47 is a block diagram for explaining coop 
erative operation of AP modules by message communication 
in an embodiment of a distributed control System in accor 
dance with the present invention. 
0073 FIG. 48 is a figure showing an example of a 
message object information table of one control unit in a 
case where all the AP modules are arranged in the one 
control unit. 

0074 FIG. 49 is a figure showing an example of an AP 
module/message object Start information table of one control 
unit in a case where all the AP modules are arranged in the 
one control unit. 

0075 FIG. 50 is a diagram for explaining cooperative 
operation of AP modules by message communication in an 
embodiment of a distributed control system in accordance 
with the present invention. 
0076 FIG. 51 is a block diagram showing the configu 
ration of a real-time distributed System. 
0077 FIG. 52 is a figure showing the detailed configu 
ration of a mailbox composing a CAN controller in a control 
unit of the real-time distributed system. 
0078 FIG. 53 is a figure showing the detailed configu 
ration of a control register of the CAN controller. 
007.9 FIG. 54 is a block diagram showing the detailed 
configuration of a message object composing an OSEK 
COM in the control unit of the real-time distributed system. 
0080 FIG.55 is a flowchart showing the flow of message 
Sending processing. 

0081 FIG. 56 is a flowchart showing the flow of updat 
ing data and buffer of message object in the message Sending 
processing. 

0082 FIG. 57 is a flowchart showing the flow of updat 
ing buffer of message object in the message Sending pro 
cessing. 

0.083 FIG. 58 is a flowchart showing the flow of updat 
ing FIFO buffer of message object in the message Sending 
processing. 

0084 FIG. 59 is a flowchart showing the flow of sending 
a queued message in the message Sending processing. 

0085 FIG. 60 is a flowchart showing the flow of sending 
an unqueued message in the message Sending processing. 

0086 FIG. 61 is a flowchart showing the flow of message 
receiving processing. 
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0087 FIG. 62 is a flowchart showing the flow of receiv 
ing a message from message object in the message receiving 
processing. 

0088 FIG. 63 is a figure showing the detailed configu 
ration of a message attribute table composing a CAN driver 
in a control unit of the real-time distributed System. 
0089 FIG. 64 is a flowchart showing the flow of sending 
a message by the CAN driver. 

0090 FIG. 65 is a flowchart showing the flow of receiv 
ing a message from a buffer in the CAN driver. 
0.091 FIG. 66 is a flowchart showing the flow of message 
Sending-receiving completion interrupt processing. 

0092 FIG. 67 is a figure showing the detailed configu 
ration of a task priority management table composing an OS 
in the control unit of the real-time distributed system. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0093. An embodiment in accordance with the present 
invention will be described below, referring to the accom 
panied drawings. 

0094. Initially, the basic configuration of an embodiment 
of a distributed control System in accordance with the 
present invention will be described, referring to FIG. 1. 

0.095 The distributed control system is constructed by 
connecting a plurality of control units 1a, . . . , 1n having a 
CPU, a memory and so on to a network. In each of the 
control units contains application modules (hereinafter, 
referred to as AP modules) M1, M2,..., Mn cooperatively 
operated by mutual message communication, a distributed 
control processing middleware 5 for providing communica 
tion Services between the AP modules, a real-time operating 
system (hereinafter, referred to as RTOS) 3 for executing 
task control and the like, and a network communication 
processing driver 4 for controlling data transfer on the 
network. Therein, services provided to the AP modules by 
the distributed control processing middleware 5 of each of 
the control units are (1) RT communication Service perform 
ing Sending and receiving message objects Msg1, Msg2, .. 
., Msgn between the AP modules, and (2) a plurality of tasks 
T1, T2, ..., Tn for starting an AP module allocated by AP 
configuration information 7. By these services, the AP 
modules distributed in the control units can perform coop 
erative operation by mutual message communication. 

0096). Both of the AP configuration information 7 and the 
message objects on the control units 1a, . . . , 1n are off-line 
or on-line transferred information of output information of 
an information processing System 2 using a memory 
medium or the like. By loading and executing a program 
Stored in an external memory 8, the information processing 
System 2 automatically generates the AP configuration infor 
mation 7 and the message objects based on user defined 
information of input information of the user. 

Embodiment 1 

0097 AS Embodiment 1, description will be made on a 
case of adding and transferring units of the distributed 
control system shown in FIG. 1. 
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0098. Initially, operation of the distributed control system 
shown in FIG. 1 will be described. 

0099 FIG. 2 shows the AP configuration information 7 
which is composed of AP module configuration information 
21 and message object configuration information 22. 
0100 AP modules 21a executed in the system and mod 
ules 21b executed next by the task after completion of 
executing the AP module 21a (sending and receiving pro 
cessing of the AP module or the message object) are 
registered in the AP configuration information 21. 
0101 The example of the figure shows that the task is 
executed by executing AP module: M1 and then executing 
Sending of message object: Msg1, and executing AP module: 
M2 and then executing AP module: M3. Although the next 
executed module after executing AP module: M3 is indi 
cated as NULL, the indication NULL means that there is no 
module to be executed next, that is, it shows completion of 
the task. Further, after executing AP module: M4, sending of 
message object: Msg3 is executed next. 
0102) In the message object configuration information 
22, message object names 22a in the System, communication 
processing priority 22b, internal/external communication 
22c of a graph showing whether the communication pro 
cessing is in-unit communication or inter-unit communica 
tion, kind of communication Service 22d, next executed 
module 22e to be executed after executing the Sending 
processing of the message object, and next executed module 
22f to be executed after executing the receiving processing 
of a message object are registered. Therein, a communica 
tion processing priority is set only for inter-unit communi 
cation, and set as not setting yet (NULL) for in-unit com 
munication. 

0103) There are two kinds of communication services, 
that is, Synchronous communication and asynchronous com 
munication. 

0104 (1) The synchronous communication is a 
communication Service that in a case of message 
Sending processing, Sending processing of the mes 
Sage to the receiver Side is executed immediately 
after executing the processing, and that in a case of 
message receiving processing, the processing is 
executed immediately after occurrence of message 
receiving event. 

0105 (2) The asynchronous communication is a 
communication Service that in a case of message 
Sending processing, there is no guarantee of imme 
diately executing Sending processing of the message 
to the receiver Side after executing the processing. 
The Sending processing of the message to the 
receiver Side is basically executed by another task 
(Task B) different from the task (Task A) executing 
Sending processing, that is, executed regardless of 
Task A. The asynchronous communication is a com 
munication Service that in a case of message receiv 
ing processing, the message receiving processing is 
executed in another event (cycle timer, Sensor input 
or the like) regardless of the event of the message 
receiving. 

0106. In the example of the figure, the message Msg1 is 
of communication priority of NULL, unit-internal commu 
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nication and Synchronous communication Service. Further, it 
shows that the task is executed by executing receiving 
processing of Msg1 after executing Sending processing of 
Msg1, and that the task is executed by executing AP module: 
M2 after executing receiving processing of Msg1. 

0107 The message Msg2 is of communication priority of 
middle, unit-external communication and Synchronous com 
munication Service. It shows that the task is executed by 
executing NULL, that is, finishing the task after executing 
Sending processing of Msg2, and that the task is executed by 
executing AP module: M4 after executing receiving pro 
cessing of Msg2. 

0108. On the other hand, the message Msg3 is of com 
munication priority of low, unit-external communication and 
asynchronous communication Service. It shows that the task 
is executed by executing AP module: M5 after executing 
Sending processing of Msg3, and that the task is executed by 
executing NULL, that is, finishing the task after executing 
receiving processing of Msg3. 

0109 The AP module configuration information 21 and 
the message object configuration information 22 in the AP 
configuration information 7 are Stored in a memory in the 
unit 1a as common data capable of being referred by each of 
the tasks T1, . . . , Tn. 

0110. Although the present embodiment shows an 
example that the AP module configuration information 21 
and the message object configuration information 22 com 
pose the AP configuration information 7, the both may be 
unified. It is also possible to divide the AP configuration 
information 7 into information in which the AP module 
configuration information and the message object configu 
ration information are combined and the next executed 
module for each of the modules is registered and informa 
tion of the message object configuration information 22 
from which the next executed modules are deleted. Further, 
the information is not limited to the shape shown in FIG. 2, 
and it is possible, for example, to define a structure of 
configuration information basis of each module and to 
manage the Structure using a pointer. 

0111. An example of basic operation of the present inven 
tion will be described below. In FIG. 1, the main operating 
parts are tasks T1 to Tn, and therefore the example of the 
operation of FIG. 1 will be described using a flowchart of 
FIG. 3 expressing the operation of the tasks. 

0112 Instep 301, a task is started by RTOS 3. The started 
task executes a module to be executed first in step 302. 
(Details of the step 301 and the step 302 are to be described 
later using FIG. 4.) 
0113. After executing the module, a next executed mod 
ule is retrieved by referring to the AP configuration infor 
mation 7 in step 303. 

0114. It is checked whether or not the next executed 
module is a message object in Step 304. If not message 
object, it is checked whether or not the next executed 
module is an AP module in step 305. If not AP module, the 
processing of the task is completed because the task com 
pletes all the modules to be executed. 

0115) If the next executed module is an AP module in step 
305, the AP module is executed in step 307. After comple 
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tion of the execution, the processing is returned to Step 303 
to repeat processing referring to the AP configuration infor 
mation 7. 

0116. If the next executed module is a message object in 
Step 304, it is checked whether the communication proceSS 
ing is Sending processing or receiving processing in Step 
308. If receiving processing, the receiving processing is 
executed by calling the RT communication processing con 
trol 6 in step 309. If sending processing, the sending 
processing is executed by calling the RT communication 
processing control 6 in step 310. 
0.117) When the communication processing in step 308 or 
310 is completed, the processing is returned to step 303 to 
repeat the processing by referring to the AP configuration 
information 7. 

0118. The communication service of the message object 
registered in the AP configuration information 7 is described 
in the RT communication processing control 6, and the task 
calls the RT communication processing control 6 and 
executes inter-unit communication through the RTOS and 
the network communication driver 4 according to the pro 
cessing described there. 
0119) The RT communication processing control 6 
executes the communication processing by referring to the 
AP configuration information 7 (more strictly, the message 
object configuration information 22) on communication 
processing priority of the message object to be communi 
cated, in-unit communication or inter-unit communication 
and communication Service. The RT communication pro 
cessing control 6 can be realized by the OSEK-COM 
communication library described, for example, in the refer 
ence “OSEK/VDX Communication Version 2.0a. 

0120) The task is started by RTOS3, as shown in FIG. 4. 
0121 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing the operating flow of 
an interrupting processing. 

0122) In the diagram, the reference characters 401 a to 
401 m indicate the interrupting processing. The interrupting 
processing 401m is composed of processing 411 to process 
ing 415. The other interrupting processing is also composed 
similarly. The reference character 102 indicates an interrupt 
vector table. The reference characters 403a to 403n indicate 
task control blocks (hereinafter, referred to as TCB) in the 
RTOS. In the TCB, task executing priority, information on 
module to be executed first after Starting, task Status and So 
on are stored. The reference character 404 indicates a table 
of correspondence between interrupt cause and Start task. 
0123 Operation of the interrupt processing is as follows. 
With input of an interrupt signal, the microprocessor Stops 
processing in progreSS and Stores the result in progress, and 
Starts interrupt processing corresponding to an interrupt 
cause (=vector number) referring to the interrupt vector table 
402. For example, in a case where the interrupt processing 
Started by an interrupt cause of vector number M is an 
interrupt processing of 401 m, initially the interrupt cause is 
Specified in Step 411. In detail, in a case of an interrupt from 
the communication LSI, it is specified by referring to the 
control register of the communication LSI which the inter 
rupt cause is, completion of Sending, message receiving 
from outside or occurrence of error. Therein, it is assumed 
that the interrupt cause is cause 2, a Started task is found by 
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referring to the table of correspondence between interrupt 
cause and start task 404 in step 422. The start task of the 
cause 2 in the table 404 is task T2, and in step 413 the task 
status is set to executable by referring to TCB 2 (403b) of 
task T2. 

0.124. Then, the processing is transferred to the RTOS 3 
in Step 414, and the interrupt processing is completed (Step 
415). 
0125. On the other hand, the RTOS 3 starts a task of the 
highest priority among the tasks in the executable Status to 
execute a module to be executed first. A means for Starting 
a task of the highest priority among a plurality of tasks in the 
executable status can be realized in the RTOS by a standard 
task Scheduler composed of a plurality of Scheduling queues 
provided for each of priorities. 
0.126 For example, in a case where the task T2 is started 
in FIG. 4, the module to be executed first is “Msg2 receiv 
ing” by referring to the TCB2 (403b). The operation of the 
task after that becomes as follows, as explained by FIG. 2. 

0127 (1) By referring to the message object con 
figuration information 22, after executing receiving 
processing of message object name: Msg2, AP mod 
ule: M4 is executed next. 

0128 (2) By referring to the AP module configura 
tion information 21, after executing AP module: M4, 
Sending of message object: Msg3 is executed next. 

0129 (3) By referring to the message object con 
figuration information 22, after executing Sending 
processing of message object name: Msg3, AP mod 
ule: M5 is executed next. 

0130 (4) By referring to the AP module configura 
tion information 21, after executing AP module: M5, 
NULL is executed next, that is, it is indicated that the 
operation of the task is completed. 

0131 Summary of the operation of the task is as follows: 
0132) Msg2 
completion. 

receiving >M4->Msg3 sending->M5-> 

0.133 An example of task operation referring to the AP 
configuration information 7 will be described below. Ini 
tially, assuming that a task T in a unit executes AP module: 
M1 first, by tracing the next executed modules of FIG. 2, 
executing order of the module becomes as follows: 
0134) M1->Msg1 
M3->completion. 

receiving->Msg1 sending->M2-> 

0135 Assuming that a task B in another unit executes 
Msg2 receiving first, by tracing the next executed modules 
of FIG. 2, executing order of the module becomes as 
follows: 

0136. Msg2 
completion. 

receiving >M4->Msg3 sending->M5-> 

0.137 AS described above, task operation starts only 
functions (=module) Such as main functions of C language 
composed of only function call, and becomes a frame work 
of execution of AP processing Such as execution of module 
executing order control. 
0138 Although the task calls and executes the AP mod 
ule, the AP module does not call and execute the task or the 
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OS service, and the API between the AP and the task 
becomes the AP module. This is contrary to the conventional 
technology in which API is OS service or library. 
0.139. In the present embodiment, the AP configuration 
information 7 in each unit of FIG. 1 holds all the informa 
tion shown in FIG. 2, that is, the information is the same 
information common among the units. Otherwise, it is easily 
realized that each of the units holds only own information 
used by the unit, that is, information in regard to modules 
(AP modules or message objects) in the unit. 
0140. In the present embodiment, the message object are 
handled as the modules other than AP modules executed by 
the tasks T1 to Tn. However, in regard to other input and 
output objects other than message, for example, Specific 
Sensor objects, actuator objects, executing control of various 
kinds of input and output objects can be executed Similarly 
to the executing control of message object by Storing input 
and output objects corresponding to the message objects 
Msg1-Msgn, input and output object control modules cor 
responding to the RT communication processing control 6 
and input and output configuration information into the AP 
configuration information 7. 
0.141. The tasks T1-Tn are handled as tasks in the present 
embodiment but may be handled as functions inside the 
RTOS 3. In this case, the task switching overhead is 
decreased, but size of the RTOS 3 becomes large and the 
portability becomes worse. 
0142. In the present embodiment, the RT communication 
processing control 6 is a Software module called by the 
message objects Msg1-Msgn, and executed by the tasks 
T1-Tn. However, the RT communication processing control 
6 may be another independent task, and the RT communi 
cation processing control 6 may be a function inside the 
RTOS 3. In a case where the RT communication processing 
control 6 is a task, parallel processing with the taskST1-Tn 
can be flexibly performed, but the task Switching overhead 
is increased. In a case where the RT communication pro 
cessing control 6 is a function inside the RTOS 3, the task 
Switching overhead is decreased, but size of the RTOS 3 
becomes large and the portability becomes worse. 
0.143 Although the RT communication processing con 
trol 6 does not directly control the network communication 
processing driver 4 in the present embodiment, the RT 
communication processing control 6 may directly control 
the network communication processing driver 4. In this case, 
the Overhead becomes Smaller by the amount not passing 
through the RTOS 3. On the other hand, description of the 
program in the RT communication processing control 6 
becomes complex because exclusive control processing of 
the common resources must be performed when the RT 
communication processing control 6 executes the network 
communication processing driver 4. 
0144. An example of system change by changing the AP 
configuration information will be described in detail below. 
0145 (1) Basic Configuration 
0146 FIG. 5 shows operation of tasks in a throttle 
control unit used for automatic cruising control of a vehicle. 
0147 Referring to FIG. 5, a unit 1 is connected to a 
network 9. The unit 1 is composed of a target drive force 
calculation 521y and a throttle opening calculation 521z of 
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AP modules and a target vehicle Speed 524y and a target 
drive force 5242 of message objects. The unit 1 receives 
information 543 of the target vehicle speed through the 
network 9. The unit 1 outputs a throttle opening from a unit 
output 542. 
0148) Operation of the task A (522) of FIG. 5 is set by 
parameters shown in FIG. 6 (a) to (d). 
0149 FIG. 6 (a) shows a table of correspondence 
between interrupt cause-start task in the unit 1 of the throttle 
control unit. This table of correspondence expresses that the 
task A 522 is periodically started by 30 ms timer. 

0150 FIG. 6 (b) shows a TBC (task control block). It is 
shown that the task executing priority is high, and the 
module executed first after Starting is receiving of the target 
vehicle speed 524y. 

0151 FIG. 6 (c) shows an AP module configuration 
information. It is shown that after executing AP module: 
target drive force calculation 521y, Sending processing of 
message object: target drive force 524z is executed, and the 
task is completed after executing AP module: throttle open 
ing calculation 5212. 
0152 FIG. 6 (d) shows a message object configuration 
information. The communication of message object: target 
vehicle speed 524y is of middle in the communication 
priority, inter-unit communication and asynchronous com 
munication Service. It is shown that after the task executes 
Sending processing of the target vehicle speed 524y the task 
is completed, and after the task executes receiving proceSS 
ing of target vehicle Speed, the task executes AP module: 
target drive force calculation 521y. On the other hand, the 
communication of message object: target drive force 524z is 
of NULL in the communication priority, in-unit communi 
cation and Synchronous communication Service. It is shown 
that the task executes receiving processing of the target dive 
force 5242 after Sending processing of the target drive force 
524z, and after the task executes receiving processing of the 
target drive force 5242, the task executes AP module: throttle 
opening calculation 5212. 
0153. From the above parameter values of FIG. 6, the 
operation of the task A522 is periodically started by the 30 
ms timer, and the order of module execution is as follows: 
0154 Receiving of target vehicle speed 524y->target 
drive force calculation 521y->sending of target drive force 
524z->receiving of target drive force 524z->executing of 
throttle opening calculation 521z->completion of the task. 

O155 (2) Function Distribution 
0156 FIG. 7 shows operation of the task in a case where 
the function of the throttle control unit of FIG. 5 is distrib 
uted into two units. 

0157 Referring to FIG. 7, units 1y and 1z are connected 
to the network 9. The unit 1y is composed of the target drive 
force calculation 521y of AP module and the target vehicle 
speed 524y and a target drive force 52421 of message 
objects. The unit 1y receives information 543 of a target 
vehicle speed through the network 9. The unit 1y sends 
information 544 of a target drive force to the network 9. The 
reference character 522y is a task A in the unit 1y. The unit 
1z is composed of the throttle opening calculation 521z of 
AP module and a target drive force 52422 of message object. 
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The unit 12 receives the information 544 of target drive force 
through the network 9. The unit 12 outputs a throttle opening 
from a unit output 542. The reference character 522z is a task 
B in the unit 12. 

0158. The task A522y and the task B 522z of FIG. 7 are 
set by parameters shown in FIG. 8 (a) to (d). 
0159 FIG. 8(a) shows tables of correspondence between 
interrupt cause-Start task in a drive force management unit 
1y and a throttle control unit 12, respectively. The tables of 
correspondence expresses that the task A522 and the task B 
522z are periodically started by a 30 ms timer and receiving 
an event of the target drive force 52422, respectively. 
0160 FIG. 8 (b) shows TBCs (task control blocks) of the 
task A and the task B. It is shown that the both task executing 
priorities of the task A and the task B are high, and the 
module executed first after Starting for the task A is receiving 
of the target vehicle speed 524y and the module executed 
first after Starting for the task B is receiving of the target 
drive force 52422. 

0161 FIG. 8 (c) shows an AP module configuration 
information. It is shown that after executing AP module: 
target drive force calculation 521y, Sending processing of 
message object: target drive force 52421 is executed, and the 
task is completed after executing AP module: throttle open 
ing calculation 5212. 
0162 FIG. 8 (d) shows message object configuration 
information. The communication of message object: target 
vehicle speed 524y is of middle in the communication 
priority, inter-unit communication and asynchronous com 
munication Service. It is shown that after the task executes 
Sending processing of the target vehicle Speed 524y the task 
is completed, and after the task executes receiving proceSS 
ing of target vehicle Speed 524y, the task executes AP 
module: target drive force calculation 521y. On the other 
hand, the communication of message object: target drive 
force 52421, 52422 (the both are the same object, and the 
configuration information is common between the both) is 
high in the communication priority, of inter-unit communi 
cation and Synchronous communication Service. It is shown 
that after the task executes Sending processing of the target 
drive force, the task is completed, and after the task executes 
receiving processing of the target drive force, the task 
executes AP module: throttle opening calculation 521z. 
0163. From the above parameter values of FIG. 8, the 
operation of the task A522y is periodically started by the 30 
ms timer, and the order of module execution is as follows: 
0.164 receiving of target vehicle speed 524y->target 
drive force calculation 521y->sending of the target drive 
force->completion of the task. 
0165. The operation of the task B 522z is started by the 
receiving event of the target drive force, and the order of 
module execution is as follows: 

0166 receiving of the target drive force->executing the 
throttle opening calculation 521z->completion of the task. 
0.167 Therefore, when the system configuration is 
changed from (1) to (2), it is possible to cope with the 
change only by the following parameter change. 

0168 Newly registering of the task B 522z of the 
table of correspondence between interrupt cause and 
start task in the throttle control unit 12. 
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0169 Newly registering of the TCB (task control 
block) of the task B 522z. 

0170 Change of the AP configuration information 
on three points, that is, the communication process 
ing priority of message object: target drive force, 
internal/external communication and next executed 
module at Sending. 

0171 (3) New Function 
0172 FIG. 9 shows operation of the task in a case where 
a radar unit is newly added to the System configuration of 
FIG. 7. 

0173 Referring to FIG. 9, units 1.x, 1y and 1z are 
connected to the network 9. The unit 1.x is composed of a 
following distance calculation 521 w and a target vehicle 
speed calculation 521x of AP modules and a following 
distance 524x and a target vehicle speed 524y1. The unit 1.x 
receives radar information from a unit input 541. The unit 1.x 
sends information of target vehicle speed 545 to the network 
9. The reference character 522x is a task C in the unit 1.x. The 
unit 1y is composed of the target drive force calculation 521y 
of AP module and the target vehicle speed 524y2 and the 
target drive force 52421 of message objects. The unit 1y 
receives information 543 of a target vehicle speed through 
the network 9. The unit 1y sends information 544 of a target 
drive force to the network 9. The reference character 522y is 
a task A in the unit 1y. The unit 1z is composed of the throttle 
opening calculation 521z of AP module and a target drive 
force 52422 of message object. The unit 12 receives the 
information 544 of target drive force through the network 9. 
The unit 12 outputs a throttle opening from a unit output 542. 
The reference character 522z is a task B in the unit 12. 

0174) Operations of the task A522y, the task B522z and 
the task C 522x of FIG. 9 are set by parameters shown in 
FIG 10 to FIG. 13. 

0175 FIG. 10 shows tables of correspondence between 
interrupt cause-Start task in the drive force management unit 
1y, the throttle control unit 12 and a radar unit 1.x, respec 
tively. It is shown by the figure that the task A522y, the task 
B 522z and the task C 522x are started by receiving an event 
of target vehicle Speed 524y2, receiving an event of the 
target drive force 52422 and periodically started by a 30 ms 
timer, respectively. 

0176 FIG. 11 shows TBCs (task control blocks) of the 
task A, the task B and the task C. It is shown that all the task 
executing priorities of the task A, the task B and the task C 
are high, and the module executed first after Starting for the 
task A is receiving of the target vehicle Speed 524y2, the 
module executed first after Starting for the task B is receiving 
of the target drive force 52422 and the module executed first 
after Starting for the task C is receiving of the following 
distance calculation 521 w. 

0177 FIG. 12 shows AP module configuration informa 
tion. It is shown that after executing AP module: target drive 
force calculation 521y, Sending processing of message 
object: target drive force 52421 is executed, and the task is 
completed after executing AP module: throttle opening 
calculation 5212, and after executing the following distance 
calculation 521 w Sending processing of message object: 
following distance 524x is executed, and after executing the 
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target vehicle Speed calculation 521.x Sending processing of 
message object: target vehicle Speed 524y1 is executed. 

0.178 FIG. 13 shows message object configuration infor 
mation. The communication of message object: target 
vehicle speed 524y 1, 524y2 (the both are the same object, 
and the configuration information is common between the 
both) is middle in the communication priority, of inter-unit 
communication and Synchronous communication Service. It 
is shown that after the task executes Sending processing of 
the target vehicle Speed the task is completed, and after the 
task executes receiving processing of target vehicle Speed, 
the task executes AP module: target drive force calculation 
521y. On the other hand, the communication of message 
object: target drive force 52421,52422 (the both are the same 
object, and the configuration information is common 
between the both) is high in the communication priority, 
inter-unit communication and Synchronous communication 
Service. It is shown that after the task executes Sending 
processing of the target drive force, the task is completed, 
and after the task executes receiving processing of the target 
drive force, the task executes AP module: throttle opening 
calculation 5212. Further, the communication of message 
object: following distance 524 x is of NULL in the commu 
nication priority, inter-unit communication and Synchronous 
communication Service. It is shown that after the task 
executes Sending processing of the following distance, 
receiving processing of message object: following distance 
is executed, and after the task executes receiving processing 
of the following distance, AP module: target vehicle speed 
calculation 521x is executed. 

0179 From the above parameter values of FIG. 10 to 
FIG. 13, the operation of the task A522y is started by the 
receiving event of the target vehicle Speed, and the order of 
module execution is as follows: 

0180 receiving of target vehicle speed->target drive 
force calculation 521y->sending of the target drive force-> 
completion of the task. 

0181. The operation of the task B 522z is started by the 
receiving event of the target drive force, and the order of 
module execution is as follows: 

0182 receiving of the target drive force->executing the 
throttle opening calculation 521z->completion of the task. 

0183 The operation of the task C 522x is periodically 
started by the 30 ms timer, and the order of module execu 
tion is as follows: 

0.184 following distance calculation 521 w->sending of 
the following distance->receiving of a following distance-> 
target vehicle Speed calculation 521x->Sending of the target 
vehicle speed->completion of the task. 

0185. Therefore, when the system configuration is 
changed from (2) to (3), it is possible to cope with the 
change only by the following parameter change. 

0186 Change of the table of correspondence 
between interrupt cause and Start task of the drive 
force management unit 1y1. 

0187 Newly registering of the task C 522x of the 
table of correspondence between interrupt cause and 
Start task in the radar unit 1.x. 
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0188 Newly registering of the TCB (task control 
block) of the task C 522x. 

0189 Changes of the AP configuration information 
are AP module: newly registering of following dis 
tance calculation 521 w and target vehicle Speed 
calculation 521.x, message object: kind of commu 
nication Service of the target vehicle Speed and 
newly registering of message object: following dis 
tance. 

0190 (4) Function Transfer 
0191 FIG. 14 shows operation of the task in a case 
where a module is transferred from one unit to the other unit 
in the system configuration of FIG. 9. 
0192 Referring to FIG. 14, units 11, 1 w and 1z are 
connected to the network 9. The unit 1' is composed of a 
following distance calculation 521 w of AP module and a 
following distance 524x1 of message object. The unit 1. 
receives radar information from a unit input 541. The unit 1. 
sends information of target vehicle speed 545 to the network 
9. The reference character 522 is a task C in the unit 11: The 
unit 1 w is composed of the target vehicle Speed calculation 
521.x and the target vehicle speed 524y of AP modules and 
the target drive force 52421 of message objects. The unit 1 w 
receives information 543 of a target vehicle speed through 
the network 9. The unit 1 w sends information 544 of a target 
drive force to the network 9. The reference character 522w 
is a task A in the unit 1 w. The unit 1z is composed of the 
throttle opening calculation 5212 of AP module and a target 
drive force 52422 of message object. The unit 12 receives the 
information 544 of a target drive force through the network 
9. The unit 12 outputs a throttle opening from a unit output 
542. The reference character 522z is a task B in the unit 12. 

0193 Operations of the task A522w, the task B522z and 
the task C 522v of FIG. 14 are set by parameters shown in 
FIG 15 to FIG. 18. 

0194 FIG. 15 shows tables of correspondence between 
interrupt cause-Start task in the drive force management unit 
1 w, the throttle control unit 12 and a radar unit 11, respec 
tively. It is shown by the figure that the task A522w, the task 
B 522z and the task C 522v are started by receiving an event 
of the following distance 524x2, receiving an event of the 
target drive force 52422 and periodically started by a 30 ms 
timer, respectively. 

0195 FIG. 16 shows TBCs (task control blocks) of the 
task A, the task B and the task C. It is shown that all the task 
executing priorities of the task A, the task B and the task C 
are high, and the module executed first after Starting for the 
task A is receiving of the following distance 524x2, the 
module executed first after Starting for the task B is receiving 
of the target drive force 52422 and the module executed first 
after Starting for the task C is receiving of the following 
distance calculation 521 w. 

0196. FIG. 17 shows AP module configuration informa 
tion. It is shown that after executing AP module: target drive 
force calculation 521y, Sending processing of message 
object: target drive force 52421 is executed, and the task is 
completed after executing AP module: throttle opening 
calculation 5212, and after executing the following distance 
calculation 521 w Sending processing of message object: 
following distance 524x is executed, and after executing the 
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target vehicle Speed calculation 521.x Sending processing of 
message object: target vehicle Speed 524y1 is executed. 
FIG. 17 is the same as FIG. 12. 

0.197 FIG. 18 shows message object configuration infor 
mation. The communication of message object: target 
vehicle speed 524y 1,524y is of NULL in the communication 
priority, in-unit communication and Synchronous communi 
cation Service. It is shown that after the task executes 
Sending processing of the target vehicle Speed, receiving 
processing of message object: target vehicle Speed is 
executed, and after the task executes receiving processing of 
the target vehicle Speed, the task executes AP module: target 
drive force calculation 521y. On the other hand, the com 
munication of message object: target drive force 524z1, 
52422 (the both are the same object, and the configuration 
information is common between the both) is high in the 
communication priority, inter-unit communication and Syn 
chronous communication Service. It is shown that after the 
task executes Sending processing of the target drive force, 
the task is completed, and after the task executes receiving 
processing of the target drive force, the task executes AP 
module: throttle opening calculation 521z. Further, the com 
munication of message object: following distance 524x1, 
524x (the both are the same object, and the configuration 
information is common between the both) is low in the 
communication priority, of inter-unit communication and 
Synchronous communication Service. It is shown that after 
the task executes Sending processing of the following dis 
tance, receiving processing of message object: following 
distance is executed, and after the task executes receiving 
processing of the following distance, AP module: target 
vehicle Speed calculation 521x is executed. 
0198 From the above parameter values of FIG. 15 to 
FIG. 18, the operation of the task A 522 w is started by the 
receiving event of the target vehicle Speed, and the order of 
module execution is as follows: 

0199 receiving of a following distance->target vehicle 
speed calculation 521x->sending of the target vehicle 
speed->target drive force calculation 521y->sending of the 
target drive force->completion of the task. 
0200. The operation of the task B 522z is started by the 
receiving event of the target drive force, and the order of 
module execution is as follows: 

0201 receiving of the target drive force->executing the 
throttle opening calculation 521z->completion of the task. 
0202) The operation of the task C 522v is periodically 
started by the 30 ms timer, and the order of module execu 
tion is as follows: 

0203 following distance calculation 521 w->sending of 
the following distance->completion of the task. 
0204. Therefore, when the system configuration is 
changed from (3) to (4), it is possible to cope with the 
change only by the following parameter change. 

0205 Change of the table of correspondence 
between interrupt cause and Start task of the drive 
force management unit 1y1. 

0206 Change of module to be executed first after 
starting of the TCB (task control block) of the task A 
522. 
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0207. In regard to changes of the AP configuration 
information, the AP module configuration informa 
tion is no change, and message object: target vehicle 
Speed, communication processing priority of follow 
ing distance, internal/external communication, next 
executed module at Sending are changed. 

0208 AS described above, the tasks can cope with an 
arbitrary System configuration by changing the AP configu 
ration information (the AP module configuration informa 
tion, the message object configuration information), and the 
Start task information in the table of correspondence 
between interrupt cause and Start task, the task executing 
priority information in the task control block and the infor 
mation of module to be executed first after Starting. Since a 
Volume of Software change incident to change in the System 
configuration can be Suppressed to minimum as described 
above, labor for matching the application to the new System 
can be reduced and productivity of Software can be 
improved. 

0209 Further, since the order of executing the AP mod 
ules, the order of executing the communication processing 
and the communication processing priority of the message 
object can be changed and the AP and the communication 
processing can be operated asynchronously or Synchro 
nously by changing the information, the worst executing 
time of Sensor inputting to actuator outputting including the 
communication processing through the network can be 
shortened. 

0210 A setting system of the AP configuration informa 
tion 7 will be described below. The AP configuration infor 
mation on the units is stored in the memory 8 of FIG. 1, and 
at booting the System, AP configuration information (the 
table of correspondence between interrupt cause and Start 
task 104, the task control block 103a to 103n in FIG. 4) in 
connection with a unit which needs to rewrite its AP 
configuration information is sent from the information pro 
cessing System 2 and the memory 8 to the unit by dividing 
the information into a plurality of buckets through the 
network. The unit in the, receiving Side has an initializing 
processing portion, and the initializing processing portion 
receives the buckets transmitted through the network com 
munication driver 14 and stores them into the AP configu 
ration information 7 one by one. 
0211 Although it is described above only the case where 
the AP configuration information is stored in the memory 8 
and the information is stored in the AP configuration infor 
mation 7 in the unit by the information processing System 2, 
the table of correspondence between interrupt cause and 
start task 104, the task control block 103a to 103n in FIG. 
4 in addition to the AP configuration information may be 
also stored in the memory 8 and the information may be 
transmitted and stored in the AP configuration information 7 
in the unit by the information processing System 2. 
0212. Since operation of tasks in a unit can be changed by 
the present System even after the unit is already mounted in 
the System, it is unnecessary to take off the unit from the 
System even if change of the System configuration Such as 
addition of a new unit is made. 

0213 Although it is described in the embodiment here 
that Setting of the AP configuration information is performed 
through the network, Setting of the AP configuration infor 
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mation may be performed through a Serial cable Such as 
RS232 instead of the network. In this case, serial cable 
driver Software is necessary in the unit 1a1, and the initial 
ization processing portion uses the Serial cable driver Soft 
ware instead of the network communication processing 
driver 14. 

0214) Further, the AP configuration information may be 
Set by directly writing the information in a memory area of 
the AP configuration information 7 using a ROM writer. 
0215 FIG. 19 is a configuration diagram of the process 
of generating the AP configuration information. 
0216 Referring to the figure, system configuration infor 
mation 200 is input information of the tool, and the reference 
character 204 indicates an AP configuration information 
generating tool 204, and an AP configuration information 
203 is output information. The tool 204 is composed of two 
parts of a construction analyzing tool 201 and a data 
generating tool 202. 
0217. The system configuration information 200 is com 
posed of task information, AP information and message 
information which are described below. 

0218 (1) System Information 
0219 Order of executing tasks of distributed control 
processing (execution of a plurality of tasks from 
input to output), name of task to be executed and data 
flow. 

0220 Worst executing time of distributed control 
processing. 

0221 Delayed time of processing due to common 
resource access competition with other taskS. 

0222 Executing delay time taken over from the 
precedent task. 

0223) End-to-end dead line until completion of dis 
tributed control processing. 

0224 (2) Task Information 
0225. Order of executing module, name of module 
to be executed and data flow. 

0226 Priority of executing task. 
0227 Type of starting task (periodical timer starting 
or event starting). 

0228 Periodical time of task starting. 
0229 Periodical time (distributed control process 
ing of periodical starting type). 

0230 Minimum period of event occurrence (distrib 
uted control processing of event driving type). 

0231 Worst response time of own task. 
0232 (3) AP Information 

0233 Pointer to all AP modules involved. 
0234 Number of information items input to each 
module, data type. 

0235 Number of information items output from 
each module, data type. 
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0236 (4) Message Object Information 
0237 Pointer to all message objects involved. 

0238) Data type of each message object. 

0239 Kind of message (synchronous or asynchro 
nous). 

0240 Sending processing, time of time out until 
completion of receiving processing. 

0241 Upper limit of retry times of sending process 
ing. 

0242 Communication error processing employed. 

0243 The construction analyzing tool 204 is a tool for 
extracting the AP configuration information from the System 
configuration information 200, and the construction analyZ 
ing tool 204 can be realized by a general construction 
analyzing tool. The data generating tool 202 is a tool for 
converting an output from the tool 201 into a format of the 
AP configuration information 203. 
0244. Since the tool eliminates manual work in preparing 
the AP configuration information 203, the software produc 
tivity can be improved. 
0245 FIG. 20 is a block diagram showing the configu 
ration of a distributed control processing middleware code 
generating tool. 
0246. In the figure, the system configuration information 
200 is input information of the tool, and the reference 
character 207 indicates the distributed control processing 
middleware code generating tool, and the reference charac 
ter 206 indicates a distributed control processing middle 
ware code. The tool 207 is composed of the AP configuration 
information generating tool 204, the AP configuration infor 
mation 203 of middle data and a code generating tool 205. 
The code generating tool 205 generates task code from the 
tasks (T1 to Tn in FIG. 1) describing the operations in FIG. 
3 and the AP configuration information 7 of reference data 
of the tasks. The generated code may be a Source file of a 
high-level language, assembler code or an object file. 
0247 Since the code generated by the tool is smaller in 
Size than the code for processing the AP configuration 
information referred by the task which has been described 
above, it is possible to Save the memory and to reduce the 
overhead of executing time. 

Embodiment 2 

0248. Description will be made below on automatic gen 
eration of the information of which the control structure of 
each control unit is defined in the distributed control system 
shown in FIG. 1. 

0249 FIG. 21 shows the flow of automatic generation by 
an information processing System 2. The information pro 
cessing System 2 automatically generates the AP configura 
tion information 7 and the message objects based on user 
defined information of input information from a user by 
loading and executing a program Stored in an external 
memory 8, that is, an information analyzing tool 2108. 
0250) Before explaining details of the automatic gener 
ating processing, information ((1) user defined information, 
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(2) AP configuration information, (3) message object) in 
connection with the processing will be described. 
0251 (1) User Defined Information 
0252) The user defined information includes three kinds 
of information, that is, System configuration information 
2120, unit configuration information 2121 and system input/ 
output data information 2125. 
0253) In the unit configuration information 2121, an AP 
module allocating information table 2223 as shown in FIG. 
22 is included. In the AP module allocating information 
table 2223, AP module allocating information for each 
control unit is registered on the unit-by-unit basis. In the AP 
module allocating information for each control unit, an AP 
module name 2223a allocated to the control unit is included. 

0254. In the AP module allocating information of the 
control unit 1a taken as an example here, two AP module 
names "M1" and “M2” allocated to the control unit 1a are 
included. 

0255 In the system input/output data information 2125, 
a System input/output data information table 2326 is 
included, as shown in FIG. 23. In the system input/output 
data information table 2326, an input data name and an 
output data name of the System are registered. In the System 
input/output data information table 2326 taken as an 
example here, input data names “D11”, “D21”, “D31' and 
output data names “D14”, “D24”, “D34” are registered. 
0256 In the system configuration information 2120, two 
kinds of information tables, that is, an AP module start 
information table 2422 and an AP module input/output 
information table 2524 are included, as shown in FIG. 24 
and FIG. 25. 

0257. In one of the above-mentioned tables, that is, in the 
AP module start information table 2422, AP module start 
information for each task is registered on the task basis. In 
the AP module start information for each task, AP module 
Starting order information 2422a by the task, priority infor 
mation 2422b of the task, start condition information 2422c 
of the task, event Set condition information 2422d Setting 
timing for releasing wait status of the task are included. 
0258. On the other hand, in the AP module start infor 
mation table 2524, AP module input/output information for 
each AP module is registered on the AP module basis. In the 
AP module input/output information for each AP module, an 
input data name 2524a and an output data name 2524b of 
each of the AP modules is included. 

0259. The AP module input/output information of an AP 
module M1 taken as an example here, an input data name 
“D1” and an output data name “D2” of the AP module M1 
are included. The AP module start information of the task 1 
includes information expressing “the task 1 is transferred to 
an executing Status in 10 ms cycle, and in the executing 
status the AP module M1 is started and after 10 ms waiting 
two AP modules M2, M3 are successively started” in addi 
tion to the priority information “1”. 
0260 (2) AP configuration Information 
0261. In the AP configuration information, an AP mod 
ule/message object Start information table is included. In the 
AP module/message object start information table, AP mod 
ule/message object Start information for each task is regis 
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tered on the task-by-task basis, as shown in FIG. 26, FIG. 
27 and FIG. 28. In the AP module/message object start 
information for each task, AP module and message object 
starting order information 2630a by the task, priority infor 
mation 2630b of the task, starting condition information 
2630c of the task, event set condition information 2630d 
Setting an event for releasing wait Status of the task are 
included. 

0262 The AP module/message object start information of 
the task 1 taken as an example here includes information 
expressing “the task 1 is transferred from an executable 
Status to an executing Status in 10 ms cycle, and in the 
executing status the AP module M1 is started and after 10 ms 
waiting two AP modules M2, M3 are successively started, 
and then a message object Nsg11 is Started in addition to 
the priority information “1”. 
0263 (3) Message Object 
0264. In the message object information table, one or 
more message objects Mi are registered, as shown in FIG. 
29. Each of the message objects Mi includes message data 
2931a of the massage object, a message object name 2931b, 
read/write information 2931c having access right of the AP 
module to message data of the message object, Sending/ 
receiving information 2931d expressing whether the mes 
Sage object is a Sending object or a receiving object, action 
information 2931e at updating the message data of the 
message object, priority information 2931f of the message 
object, updating condition information 2931g of the mes 
Sage object and So on. 

0265). In each of the set areas 2931a, 2931b, 2931c, 
2931d, 2931e, 2931f 2931g of the message object “Msg12 
13’ taken as an example here, two kinds of message data of 
“D12”, “D13", message object name of “Msg12-13", AP 
module reading/writing information to the message object of 
“read’, Sending/receiving information of “no Sending to and 
no receiving from an external control unit', action informa 
tion after message updating of “no action’, priority infor 
mation of "2” and message data updating condition infor 
mation of “after starting AP module M1' are set. 
0266 Information automatic generating processing by 
the information analyzing tool 2108 will be described below. 
Here, it is assumed that user defined information is pre 
Stored in the data base. Further, it is assumed that the user 
defined information stores the above-mentioned three kinds 
of information (1) unit configuration information including 
the AP module allocation information table 2223 (refer to 
FIG.22) having registered three control units 1a, 1b, 1c, (2) 
System input and output information including the System 
input and output information table having registered input 
data D11, D21, D31 and output data D14, D24, D34 (refer 
to FIG. 23), (3) system information including the AP 
module start information table 2422 (refer to FIG. 24) 
having registered three tasks T1, T2, T3 and the AP module 
input/output information table 2524 (refer to FIG. 25) 
having registered nine AP modules M11, M12, M13, M21, 
M22, M23, M31, M32, M33. 

0267 As shown in FIG. 33, the information analyzing 
tool 2108 executes message object information table gener 
ating processing S3070 to S3074 by extracting the user 
defined information from the database to generate a message 
object information table based on the user defined informa 
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tion, and then executes AP module/message object informa 
tion table generating processing S3075 to S3079 to generate 
an AP module/message object Start information table based 
on the user defined information. 

0268. In more detail, in the message object information 
table generating processing S3070 to S3074, the information 
analyzing tool 2108 initially executes a Series of processing 
described below to generate a message object information 
table for each of control units 1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP 
module allocating information table 2223. 
0269. In S330, the information analyzing tool 2108 
executes inter-unit communication extracting processing 
S3181 to S3183 shown in FIG. 31 for each of the control 
units 1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocating 
information table 2223 by Successively processing the units. 
However, only the processing S3183 is executed after the 
processing S3181 to S3182 for all the control units 1a, 1b, 
1c is completed. 
0270 All input and output data of the AP module allo 
cated to the unit to be processed is extracted from the AP 
module input/output information table 2524, and from the 
input and output data, data used for both input data and 
output data is deleted (S3181). Finally remaining input data 
is Stored as input data for inter-unit communication infor 
mation of the control unit (S3.182). After the above-men 
tioned processing is executed for all the control units, the 
processing S3183 is further executed for each of the control 
units, respectively. That is, by extracting data common to 
data Stored as input data of inter-unit communication infor 
mation of other units and output data of the AP module on 
the unit to be processed from output data of the System input 
and output information, the extracted data is Stored as output 
data of the inter-unit communication information (S3183). 
0271 For example, in the inter-unit communication data 
extracting processing in a case where the unit to be pro 
cessed is the control unit 1a, among the input and output data 
of the control unit 1a, input data of the other control units, 
and input and output data of the System, input data D11, D21 
and output data D14, D32, D22, D12, D13 are stored as 
input data and output data of the inter-unit communication 
information of the control unit 1a, as shown in FIG. 32. 
0272. Next, in S3071, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes inter-task communication extracting process 
ing S3390 to S3393 shown in FIG.33 for each of the control 
units 1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocating 
information table 2223 by Successively processing the units. 
0273 By extracting input data and output data allocated 
to a unit to be processed among AP modules Started by tasks 
from the AP module input and output information tables 
2326 for each task registered in the AP module starting 
information table 2422, a task input and output information 
table is generated using the input and output data (S3390). 
Then, input data and output data of the inter-unit commu 
nication information for the unit to be processed are deleted 
from the input data and the output data registered in each of 
the task input and output information tables (S3391). Fur 
ther, data registered as both input data and output data is 
deleted from each of the task input and output information 
tables (S3392), and a group of data finally remaining is 
stored as inter-task communication information (S3393). 
0274 For example, in the inter-task communication data 
extracting processing S3390 to S3393 in a case where the 
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unit to be processed is the control unit 1a, input data and 
output data of the modules M11, M12, M13, M21, M31 
allocated to the unit 1a to be processed among AP modules 
started by each of the tasks T1, T2, T3 registered in the AP 
module start information table 2422 are extracted from the 
AP module input/output information table 2524, and task 
input and output information tables 3411a, 3411b, 3411c are 
formed using the input and output data, as shown in FIG. 34. 
Then, the input data D11, D21 and the output data D14, D32 
of the inter-unit communication information (refer to FIG. 
31) of the unit to be processed 1a are deleted from the input 
data and the output data of each of the task input and output 
information tables 3411a, 3411b, 3411c, and further data 
registered as both input data and output data (D12 and D13 
in the task input and output information table 3411a) is 
deleted. After that, the final remaining data D22 is Stored as 
inter-task communication information 3412. 

0275) Next, in S3072, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes pack data extracting processing S3520 to 
S3522 shown in FIG. 35 for each of the control units 1a, 1b, 
1c registered in the AP module allocating information table 
2223 by Successively processing the units. 

0276 All stored data is extracted from each of the 
inter-task communication information and each of the inter 
unit communication information of a unit to be processed. 
AP modules outputting each of the Stored data among the AP 
modules allocated to the unit to be processed are retrieved 
from the AP module input/output information table 2524, 
and tasks executing the AP modules obtained from the result 
are respectively retrieved from the AP module start infor 
mation table 2422 (S3520). Further, an AP module reading 
each of the Stored data among the AP modules allocated to 
the unit to be processed is retrieved from the AP module 
input/output information table 2524 (S3521). Therein, if a 
plurality of AP modules reading any Stored data are 
retrieved, an AP module started by the same task as an AP 
module outputting the Stored data is Selected as an AP 
module reading the Stored data. Then, each of the Stored data 
is Stored in correspondence with the above mentioned 
retrieving results (read AP module, output task) as a pack 
extracting table (S3522). 
0277 For example, in the pack extracting processing 
S3520 to S3522 in a case where the unit to be processed is 
the control unit 1a, stored data D11, D21, D22, D12, D14, 
D13, D32 is extracted from the inter-task communication 
information (refer to FIG. 34) and the inter-unit communi 
cation information (refer to FIG. 32) of the control unit 1a, 
Starting task of the AP modules outputting each of the data 
D11, D21, D22, D12, D14, D13, D32 and the AP modules 
reading the data D11, D21, D22, D12, D14, D13, D32 are 
retrieved, and then the pack extracting table 3630 shown in 
FIG. 36 is formed based on the retrieving results. 
0278 Next, in S3073, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes message object generating processing S3740 
to S3741 shown in FIG. 37 for each of the control units 1a, 
1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocating information 
table 2223 by Successively processing the units. 

0279. In a case where there are two or more items of data 
among data registered in the pack extracting table of the unit 
to be processed which are read out from AP modules each 
Started by the same task and output from AP modules each 
Started by the same task, a message object with a name 
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having the same data Structure as the message object shown 
in FIG. 29 is generated, and the two or more items of data 
are allocated to the message object as one item of pack data 
(3740). By allocating a group of data items having common 
both to the Sending task and the receiving module to one 
message object, a Volume of communication during execut 
ing an application can be reduced. 
0280. In regard to the other data items, message objects 
with name are generated and each of the other data items is 
allocated to each of the message object one-to-one corre 
spondence (S3741). 
0281 For example, in the pack data message object 
generating processing in a case where the unit to be pro 
cessed is the control unit 1a, two data items of D12 and D13 
among data D11, D21, D22, D12, D14, D13, D32 registered 
in the pack extracting table of the control unit 1a are packed, 
and the pack data is allocated to a message object Msg12-13 
(S3740). The other data items D11, D21, D22, D14, D32 are 
allocated to message objects Msg12, Msg22, Msg22, 
Msg14, Msg32 different from one another, respectively 
(S3741). 
0282 Next, in S3074, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes message object item Setting processing shown 
in FIG.38, FIG. 39 and FIG. 40 for each of the control units 
1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocating informa 
tion table 2223 by Successively processing the units. That is, 
the following processing of (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) is 
performed for each of the control units 1a, 1b, 1c, and data 
Setting processing to each of data Setting areas of message 
object allocated for registered data of pack extracting table 
of the control unit. 

0283 (1) Writing/Reading Setting Processing S3850 to 
S3854 

0284. Whether there is any AP module to be read in each 
data registered in a pack extracting table of a unit to be 
processed is judged by contents of input data of the inter-unit 
communication information and contents of the inter-task 
communication information (S3850). 
0285 If the data is set both in the input data of the 
inter-unit communication information and in the inter-task 
communication information, it is judged that there is no AP 
module to be read in the data and “writing” is set in the 
reading/writing information Setting area of the message 
object allocated for the data (S3851). 
0286. In a case other than the above, it isjudged that there 
is an AP module to be read in the data and it is judged 
whether there is any AP module to be written in the data is 
judged by the contents of output data of the inter-unit 
communication information and the contents of the inter 
task communication information (S3852). 
0287. Therein, if the data is not set in either of the input 
data of the inter-unit communication information and the 
inter-task communication information, it is judged that there 
is no AP module to be written in the data and “reading” is 
Set in the reading/writing information Setting area of the 
message object allocated for the data (S413). 
0288. On the other hand, if the data is set only in the 
inter-task communication information, “reading and writ 
ing” is Set in the reading/writing information Setting area of 
the message object allocated for the data (S3854). 
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0289 By doing so, the data setting to the reading/writing 
information Setting area of the message object allocated for 
the each data registered in the pack extracting table of the 
unit to be processed is completed. 
0290 For example, in the writing/reading setting pro 
cessing S3850 to S3854 in a case where the unit to be 
processed is the control unit 1a, “writing” is Set in the 
reading/writing information Setting area of the message 
objects Msg14, Msg32 allocated for the data D14, D32 not 
Set in either of the input data of the inter-unit communication 
information and the inter-task communication information 
among data D22, D11, D21, D14, D32 registered in the pack 
extracting table (refer to FIG. 36) of the control unit 1 a 
(S3851), and “reading” is set in the reading/writing infor 
mation Setting area of the message objects Msg11, Msg21 
allocated for the data D11, D21 not set in either of the output 
data of the inter-unit communication information and the 
inter-task communication information (S3853). Further, 
“reading and writing is Set in the reading/writing informa 
tion Setting area of the message object Msg22 allocated for 
the data D22 Set only in the inter-task communication 
information (S3854). 
0291 (2) Sending/Receiving Setting Processing S3855 to 
S3859 

0292. It is judged whether a message object allocated to 
registered data of the pack extracting table of a unit to be 
processed is Sent from the unit to be processed to the other 
control units (S3855). If the data of the message object is set 
to output data of the inter-unit communication information, 
it is judged that the message object is Sent from the unit to 
be processed to the other control units, “Sending” is Set in the 
Sending/receiving information Setting area of the message 
object (S3856). In a case other than the above, it is judged 
that the message object is not sent from the unit to be 
processed to the other control units, and it is judged whether 
the unit to be processed receives the message object 
(S3857). If data of the message object is set to input data of 
the inter-unit communication information, it is judged that 
the unit to be processed receives the message object and 
“receiving” is Set in the Sending/receiving information Set 
ting area of the message object (S3858). In a case other than 
the above, it is judged that the unit to be processed does not 
sends nor receives the message object and “NULL is set in 
the Sending/receiving information Setting area of the mes 
sage object (S3859). 
0293. By doing so, the data setting to the sending/receiv 
ing information Setting area of the message object allocated 
for the each data registered in the pack extracting table of the 
unit to be processed is completed. 
0294 For example, in the Sending/receiving Setting pro 
cessing S3855 to 3859 in a case where the unit to be 
processed is the control unit 1a, among the data D22, D11, 
D21, D14, D32 it is judged that the message objects Msg14, 
Msg32 of the data D14, D32 corresponding to output data of 
the inter-unit communication information are Sent objects, 
and “Sending” is Set in the Sending/receiving information 
setting areas (S3856). Further, it is judged that the message 
objects Msg11, Msg21 of the data D11, D21 corresponding 
to input data of the inter-unit communication information 
are received objects, and “receiving” is Set in the Sending/ 
receiving information setting areas (S3858). It is judged that 
the message object Msg22 of the data D22 not correspond 
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ing to either of input data nor output data of the inter-unit 
communication information is neither Sent object nor 
received object, and “NULL is set in the sending/receiving 
information setting area (S3859). 
0295 (3) Post-updating Action Setting Processing S3860 
to S3866 

0296) Depending on set contents of reading/writing infor 
mation of each of message objects of a unit to be processed, 
it is Successively judged whether the message object is 
readable or not. 

0297 If “writing” is set as the reading/writing informa 
tion of a message object, it is judged that the message data 
of the message object is unreadable, and “no action' is Set 
in the action information area of the message object and the 
processing proceeds to (4) priority setting processing to be 
described next without performing any processing after that. 

0298. On the other hand, if “reading” is set as the 
reading/writing information of a message object, it is judged 
that the message data of the message object is readable, and 
the AP module using the message data as input data is 
retrieved from the AP module input/output information table 
2524 (S3860). A task starting the AP module found that time 
is retrieved from the AP module start information table 2422 
(S3861), and AP module starting information of the task is 
extracted from the AP module start information table 2422 
and the following processing is executed based on the AP 
module starting information. 

0299. Initially, it is judged whether set contents of the 
Starting condition information contained in the AP module 
Starting information is “after updating of message data of 
message object” or not (S3862), and “task start found in 
S3861' is set in the action information setting area of the 
message object only when “after updating of message data 
of message object” is set (S3863). Further, it is judged 
whether there is wait setting just before starting of the AP 
module found in S3860 in the starting order included in the 
AP module starting information (S3864), and event set is set 
in the action information Setting area of the message object 
only when there is wait setting (S3865). 
0300. Then, another task starting the AP module found in 
S420 is retrieved from the AP module start information table 
2422, and the processing after S3861 is repeated until the 
task is not found (S3866). 
0301 By doing so, data setting to the event set condition 
Setting area of each message object of the unit to be 
processed is completed. 

0302 For example, in the post-updating action setting 
processing S3860 to 3866 in a case where the unit to be 
processed is the control unit 1a, the message objects Msg14, 
Msg32 having Setting of “writing” as the reading/writing 
information is judged that message data is unreadable, and 
"no action' is Set in the action information Setting area 
(S3860). On the other hand, any one of the message objects 
Msg11, Msg21, Msg22 having setting of “reading” or “read 
ing and writing” as the reading/writing information is judged 
that message data is readable, but “task T2 starting” is Set 
only in the action information Setting area of the message 
object Msg21 on which “after updating message data of 
message object' is Set in the Starting condition information 
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included in the AP module starting information of the AP 
module Starting task to which the message data is input 
(S3863). 
0303 (4) Priority Setting Processing S3867 to S3871 
0304 Depending on set contents of reading/writing infor 
mation of each of message objects of a unit to be processed, 
it is Successively judged whether or not there is any writing 
AP module in which the message data is written (S3867). 
0305 If “reading” is set as the reading/writing informa 
tion of a message object, it is judged that there is no writing 
AP module in the message object, and "no priority' is Set in 
the priority information Setting area of the message object 
(S3868). 
0306 On the other hand, if “writing” or “reading and 
Writing” is Set as the reading/writing information of a 
message object, it is judged that there is a writing AP module 
in the message object, and depending on the Set contents of 
the reading/writing information of the message object it is 
judged whether there is any reading AP module for reading 
message data of the message object (S3869). 
0307 If the reading/writing information of the message 
object is “writing”, it is judged that there is no reading 
module in the message object, and a writing AP module 
having output data of the message data of the message object 
is retrieved from the AP module input/output information 
table 2524. AP module starting information of the writing 
AP module starting task found at that time is extracted from 
the AP module start information table 2422, and priority 
information included in the AP module starting information 
is Set in the priority information Setting area of the message 
object (S3871). 
0308. On the other hand, if “reading and writing” is set as 
the reading/writing information of a message object, it is 
judged that there are a reading module in addition to a 
Writing module in the message object, and a reading AP 
module started by a task different from the writing AP 
module having message data of the message object as output 
data among read AP modules having message data of the 
message object as input data is retrieved from the AP module 
input/output information table 2524. AP module starting 
information of the reading AP module Starting task found at 
that time is extracted from the AP module start information 
table 2422, and priority information included in the AP 
module starting information (the maximum value among set 
values of the priority information included in the AP module 
Starting information of each of the reading AP module 
Starting tasks if a plurality of reading AP modules are found 
by the retrieval) is set in the priority information Setting area 
of the message object. By Setting the priority of a Sending 
destination to the priority of the message object as described 
above, the priority control can be guaranteed. 
0309. By doing so, data setting to the priority information 
Setting area of each message object of the unit to be 
processed is completed. 

0310 For example, in the priority setting processing 
S3867 to 3871 in a case where the unit to be processed is the 
control unit 1a, the message objects Msg14, Msg32 having 
Setting of “reading” as the reading/writing information is 
judged that there is no writing AP module (S3867), and “no 
priority is Set in the priority information Setting area 
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(S3868). The message object Msg22 having setting of 
“reading and writing as the reading/writing information 
among the other message objects Msg14, Msg32, Msg22 is 
judged that there is a reading AP module (S3869), and 
priority “3” of the starting task T3 of the reading AP module 
M31 started by another task different from the reading AP 
module M21 is Set in the priority information Setting area 
(S3870). The other message objects Msg14, Msg32 are 
judged that there is no writing AP module (S3869), and 
priorities “1”, “3” of the starting tasks T1, T1 of the writing 
AP module M13, M31 are set in the priority information 
setting areas (S3871). 
0311 (5) Updating Condition Setting Processing S3872 
to S3875 

0312 Depending on set contents of sending/receiving 
information of each of message objects of a unit to be 
processed, it is Successively judged whether or not the 
message object is a receiving object (S3872). 
0313 If “receiving” is set as the sending/receiving infor 
mation of the message object, it is judged that the message 
object is a receiving object, and "at arrival of message' is Set 
in the updating condition setting information area (S6876). 
0314. In the cases other than the above, it is judged 
whether the message data of the message object is pack data 
or not (S3874). If the message data is not pack data, “after 
completion of AP module outputting message data of mes 
Sage object' is Set in the updating condition Setting infor 
mation area (S3876). If the message data is pack data, an AP 
module outputting data last among AP modules outputting 
data included in the pack data is retrieved from the AP 
module Starting information and the AP module input and 
output information, and “after completion of AP module 
outputting last data' is Set in the updating condition Setting 
information area (S3875). 
0315 By doing so, data setting to the updating condition 
information Setting area of each message object of the unit 
to be processed is completed. 
0316. When generating and data setting to the data setting 
areas of the message objects of all the control units 1a, 1b, 
1c registered in the AP module allocation information table 
are completed through the above-mentioned processing 
S3070 to S3074, the information analyzing tool 2108 reg 
isters them to message object information tables prepared 
for each control unit, respectively, as shown in FIG. 29. 
Then, as described above, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes AP module/message object starting informa 
tion table generating processing S3075 to S3079. In more 
detail, the information analyzing tool 2108 executes a Series 
of processing described below to form an AP module/ 
message object starting information table of all the control 
units 1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocation 
information table 2223. 

0317. Initially, in S3075, in regard to each of the tasks T1, 
T2, T3 registered to the AP module start information 2422, 
the information analyzing tool 2108 respectively extracts the 
AP module starting information of the task from the AP 
module Starting information table, and execute the message 
object sending and receiving processing S4200 to S4205 
shown in FIG. 41. 

0318. In regard to AP modules registered in order of 
Starting to the Starting order information included in the AP 
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module Starting information of each task to be processed, it 
is Successively judged whether or not input data corresponds 
to message data of any of the message objects using regis 
tered contents of the AP module input/output information 
table 2524 and Set contents of each of message objects 
(S4200). If an AP message object having input data of 
message data of a message object is found, Setting of 
“receiving of the message object (specify the message object 
name)" is inserted just before the AP module in the starting 
order information (S4201). 
0319 Further, in regard to each of the AP modules 
registered to the Starting order information, it is Successively 
judged whether or not the output data agrees with message 
data of any one of the message objects based on registered 
contents of the AP module input/output information table 
2524 and set contents of each message object (S4202). In 
regard to AP modules of which output data is not message 
data of the message object, the processing proceeds to the 
AP module deleting processing to be described below with 
out executing the following processing S4203 to S4205 of 
the message object Sending and receiving Setting processing. 

0320 On the other hand, in regard to AP modules of 
which output data is message data of the message object, it 
is further judged whether or not the message data is pack 
data (S4203). If the output data is not pack data, setting of 
“sending of the message object (specify the message object 
name)" is inserted just after the AP module in the starting 
order information (S4204). If the output data is pack data, an 
AP module outputting data last among AP modules output 
ting data included in the pack data is retrieved from the AP 
module start information table 2422 and the AP module 
input/output information table 2524, and Setting of “Sending 
of the message object (specify the message object name)' is 
inserted just after the AP module in the starting order 
information (S42045). 
0321) Next, in S3076, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes AP module deleting processing to be 
described below for each of the control units 1a, 1b, 1c 
registered in the AP module allocating information table 
2223 by Successively processing the units. AP modules not 
included in the AP module allocating information of a unit 
to be processed are deleted from Starting order information 
of each of tasks T1, T2, T3 processed in the message object 
Sending and receiving Setting processing, and the results are 
employed as Starting order information of AP module/ 
message object Starting information of each task on the unit 
to be processed. At that time, in regard to a task of which all 
the AP modules are deleted, the task is not handled as a task 
on the unit to be processed in the following processing. 

0322 Next, in S3077, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes the Starting condition Setting processing 
S4210 to S4214 shown in FIG. 42 for each of the control 
units 1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocating 
information table 2223. 

0323 In regard to each of tasks T1, T2, T3 of the unit to 
be processed, it is judged whether or not an AP module Set 
as a first starting module in the Starting order information of 
the AP module starting information of the task is deleted in 
the AP module deleting processing (S4210). 
0324. In regard to a task of which the first starting module 
is deleted, starting condition information included in the AP 
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module Starting information of the task extracted in the 
message object Sending and receiving Setting processing 
(S3075) is employed as starting condition information of the 
AP module/message object Starting information of the task 
(S4211), just as it is. 
0325 On the other hand, in regard to a task of which the 

first starting module is not deleted, it is judged whether or 
not wait is Set in the Starting condition information of the 
task (S4212). 
0326. At that time, if the wait setting is found, the event 
Set condition information included in the AP module Starting 
information of the task extracted in the message object 
Sending and receiving setting processing (S3075) is 
employed as Starting condition information of the AP mod 
ule/message object starting information of the task (S4213). 
However, if the wait Setting is not found, the timing when all 
the input data of the first starting AP module is prepared is 
Set as Starting condition information of the AP module/ 
message object starting information of the task (S4214). 
0327 Next, in S3078, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes the wait setting processing S4220 to S4223 
shown in FIG. 43 for each of the control units registered in 
the AP module allocating information table 2223. 
0328. In a case where items of “receiving message” are 
continuously Set in the Starting order information of the AP 
module/message object Starting information of each of the 
tasks T1, T2, T3 on the unit to be processed, “wait” is 
inserted between the items (S4220). 
0329. Then, it is judged whether or not there is an AP 
module after an AP module deleted in the AP module 
deleting processing (S3706) among AP modules set in the 
Starting order information of the AP module/message object 
starting information of each of the tasks T1, T2, T3 on the 
unit to be processed (S4221). At that time, in regard to 
Starting order information in which Such an AP module is not 
found, the processing proceeds to the task priority Setting 
process without executing the following processing S4222 
to S4223 in the wait setting processing. On the other hand, 
in regard to Starting order information in which Such an AP 
module is found, it is judged whether or not “receiving 
message” is set just before the AP module (S4222). If 
“receiving message' is Set, Setting of “wait' is inserted just 
before the “receiving message” (S4223). If “receiving mes 
Sage' is not Set, the processing proceeds to the task priority 
Setting processing to be described below. 
0330 Next, in S3079, the information analyzing tool 
2108 executes the task priority setting processing S4230 to 
S4231 shown in FIG. 44 for each of the control units 
registered in the AP module allocating information table 
2223. 

0331) Priority information included in the AP module 
starting information of each of tasks T1, T2, T3 extracted 
from the message object Sending and receiving Setting 
processing (S3075) is employed as priority information of 
the AP module/message object Starting information of each 
of the tasks (S4230). Then, if there is any task of which all 
the AP modules are deleted in the AP module deleting 
processing, levels of priority information of the other tasks 
having priorities higher than that of the task are carried down 
by one level in order (S4231). For example, in a case where 
all AP modules of the task T2 on the unit to be processed are 
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deleted in the AP module deleting processing and the task T2 
is deleted from the unit to be processed, when “1”, “2”, “3” 
are Set in the priority information of the AP module Starting 
information of each of the tasks T1, T2, T3 extracted in the 
message object Sending and receiving Setting processing 
(S3075), setting of the priority information of the task T3 
having a higher priority than the deleted task T2 is carried 
down from “3’ to “2. 

0332. According to Such setting processing, because a 
priority of a task can be relatively Set on a control unit even 
if the task Spreads over a plurality of control units, the 
priority control can be guaranteed. 
0333 AS generation of the AP module/message object 
Starting information of each of the tasks on the control units 
1a, 1b, 1c registered in the AP module allocation information 
table is completed through the processing S3075 to S3079 
described above, the results are registered to the AP module/ 
message object Starting information tables prepared for each 
of the control units, as shown in FIG. 26, FIG. 27 and FIG. 
28. 

0334. Then, the message object information table and the 
AP module/message object Starting information table for 
each of the control units are Stored in a memory medium or 
the like as the AP configuration information and the message 
objects for each of the control unit, as described previously, 
and transmitted to each of the control units of the distributed 
control System, respectively. 
0335) If the information analyzing tool 2108 having the 
information automatic generating processing defined as 
described above is installed in the information processing 
unit 2, a user can automatically generate AP module con 
figuration information and message objects necessary for 
cooperative operation of AP modules on a desired System 
structure using the information analyzing tool 2108. There 
fore, when the System structure, for example, the AP module 
allocation is changed, it is Sufficient that the user corrects 
only the set contents of the user defined information without 
rewriting the contents of the AP modules. 
0336 Although it is assumed in the above that the kinds 
of data, included in the message objects are fixed and the 
Setting is completely automated, the Set contents of the 
message objects may be changed by the user if necessary. 

0337. When the set contents of the message objects need 
to be changed, the user adds a communication information 
table 4580 and a pack information table 4581 shown in FIG. 
45 to the user defined information. 

0338. Items of communication information of message 
objects having Set contents needed to be changed are reg 
istered in the communication information table 4580, as 
shown in FIG. 45 (a). In addition to a message data name 
4580a for identifying a message object, another kind of 
change information for changing data already Set in a data 
Setting area of a message object by the above-mentioned 
information automatic generating processing, for example, 
priority information 4580b of the message object, action 
information at message updating of a message object (for 
example, adding and deleting event set or task start) 4580d 
may be included in the communication information. Other 
kinds of additional information newly added to the message 
object, for example, direct/cycle (time) setting information 
4580c having kinds of message object communication of 
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message objects (direct communication or periodical com 
munication every specified time), a time-out value 4580e, 
information 4580f on allowable number of times of message 
not-yet-arriving of a message object, a task name 4580g 
Starting a message object at occurrence of an error Such as 
time-out, Ack setting information (presence/absence) 4580h 
and So on may be included in the communication informa 
tion. 

0339. The pack information for converting a group of 
message data into a new pack data is registered in the pack 
information table 4581, as shown in FIG. 45(b). In addition 
to a plurality of message data names 4581 a to be converted 
into pack data, the pack information may include change 
information Similar to the above-mentioned communication 
information and additional information (priority 4581b, 
direct/cycle (time) setting information 4581c, action infor 
mation 4581d, a time-out value 4581e, information 4581 fon 
allowable number of times of message not-yet-arriving of a 
message object, a task name 4581g Starting a message object 
at occurrence of an error, Ack setting information 4581h. 
Further, the pack information may include additional infor 
mation Such as direct Sending timing information of message 
object (after updating a specified message data, after updat 
ing all message data, after updating any message data and So 
on) 4581i, sole communication setting information 4581j 
Specifying a message data name to be sent and received by 
a message object. 

0340. In a case where a communication information table 
4580 is included in the user defined information, the infor 
mation analyzing tool 2108 executes correction processing 
(refer to FIG. 46 (a)) of the set contents of the message 
object based on the communication information after 
executing the updating condition Setting processing. In more 
detail, after completion of the updating condition Setting 
processing it is judged whether or not a communication table 
4580 is included in the user defined information (S4678). If 
a communication table 4580 is included, set contents of each 
of message objects are changed based on the communication 
information containing the message data name of the mes 
sage object (S4679). That is, the set contents of the corre 
sponding information in the message object are changed 
using change information (priority 4580b, post-updating 
action information 4580d) contained in the communication 
information, and the additional information (direct/cycle 
(time) setting information 4580c, a time-out value 4580e, 
information 4580f on allowable number of times of message 
not-yet-arriving of a message object, a task name 4580g 
Starting a message object at occurrence of an error, Ack 
setting information 4580h) is added to the message object as 
function adding information. 
0341 In a case where a pack information table 4581 is 
included in the user defined information, the information 
analyzing tool 2108 further executes pack processing (refer 
to FIG. 45 (b)) during message object generating processing 
(S3740), and executes correction processing of the set 
contents of the message object based on the pack informa 
tion after completion of the updating condition Setting 
processing. In more detail, in message object generating 
processing (S3740) it is judged whether or not a pack 
information table 4581 is included in the user defined 
information (S4680). If a pack information table 4581 is 
included, the group of message data Specified in the pack 
information is packed as pack data, and the pack data is 
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allocated to one message object. Then, after completion of 
the updating condition Setting processing, the Set contents of 
the message object generated based on the pack information 
are changed based on the pack information. That is, the Set 
contents of the corresponding information in the message 
object art changed using the change information (priority 
4581b, action information 4581d) included in the pack 
information, and the additional information (direct/cycle 
(time) setting information 4581c, a time-out value 4581e, 
information 4581 fon allowable number of times of message 
not-yet-arriving of a message object, a task name 4581g 
Starting a message object at occurrence of an error, Ack 
Setting information 4581 h, direct Sending timing informa 
tion of message object 4581i, Sole communication Setting 
information 4581j) included in the pack information is 
added to the message object as function adding information. 

0342. As described above, only in a case where the 
communication information table and the pack information 
table are included in the user defined information, the 
information analyzing tool 2108 correct the set contents of 
the message object using the communication information 
and the pack information registered in the tables. By doing 
So, the user can correct the AP configuration information 
automatically generated by the information processing unit 
2 and the Set contents of the message objects (for example, 
combination of the pack data and So on) depending on a 
Special Status of the corresponding System. Further, it is 
possible to Set more detailed information, for example, to 
add an additional function (changing function from direct 
communication to periodical communication, Sole commu 
nication-function and So on). 
0343. Therefore, for example, even in a case where there 
is possibility to change registered contents of a message 
object information table generated in the information auto 
matic generating processing due to System change or unit 
Structure change, Such possibility can be eliminated if the 
registered contents of the communication information table 
and the pack information table once formed are not changed. 

0344) In the distributed control system in which the 
message object information table of FIG. 29 and the AP 
module/message object starting information table of FIG. 
26 to FIG. 28 are transmitted to each of the control units 1a, 
1b, 1c, an application is executed by mutual message 
communication between AP modules on each of the control 
units 1a, 1b, 1c shown in FIG. 21. 

0345 (1) Processing on the Control Unit 1 a 
0346 ROTS3 starts a task T1 in 10 ms cycle according to 
the starting condition information of the AP module/mes 
sage object starting information (FIG. 26) of the task T1. 
0347 The task T1 shifted to executing status by the above 
starts the AP modules M13, M11, M12 and the RT commu 
nication processing control portion 6 according to the Start 
ing order information of the AP module/message object 
starting information (FIG. 26 (a)) of the task T1. The details 
are as follows. 

0348 The task T1 initially starts the RT communication 
processing control portion 6 to update message data of the 
object Msg11 by a received message from the network. The 
RT communication processing control portion 6 Started at 
that time updates the message data of the object Msg11 by 
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the received message at a timing determined in the updating 
condition information (FIG. 29 (a)) of the object Msg11. 
0349 Next, the task T1 starts sequentially two AP mes 
sage object M11, M12, and then starts the RT communica 
tion processing control portion 6 to Send the message object 
Msg12-13 to the network. The RT communication process 
ing control portion 6 Started at that time updates the message 
data of the message object Msg12-13 after completion of the 
AP module M12 according to the updating condition infor 
mation (FIG. 29 (a)) of the message object Msg12-13, and 
then sends the message object Msg12-13 to the network. 

0350. Further, the task T1 starts the AP module M13 and 
finally starts the RT communication processing control 
portion 6 to Send the message object Msg14 to the network. 
The RT communication processing control portion 6 Started 
at that time updates the message data of the message object 
Msg14 after completion of the AP module M13 according to 
the updating condition information (FIG. 29 (a)) of the 
message object Msg14, and then sends the message object 
Msg14 to the network. The task T1 is completed with 
completion of the last Starting processing. 

0351 When the network communication processing 
driver 4 receives the message object Msg22 from the net 
work, the RTOS3 starts the RT communication processing 
control portion 6. The RT communication processing control 
portion 6 uses system call to make the RTOS3 start the task 
T2 according to the post-updating action information (FIG. 
29 (a)) of the message object Msg12. The task T2 shifted to 
executing status by the above starts the AP module M21 and 
the RT communication processing control portion 6 accord 
ing to the starting order information of the AP module/ 
message object starting information (FIG. 26(b)) of the task 
T2. The details are as follows. 

0352. The task T2 initially starts the RT communication 
processing control portion 6 to update message data of the 
object Msg12 by a received message from the network. The 
RT communication processing control portion 6 Started at 
that time updates the message data of the object Msg12 by 
the received message at a timing determined in the updating 
condition information (FIG. 29 (a)) of the object Msg12. 
0353. Further, the task T2 starts the AP module M21 and 
finally starts the RT communication processing control 
portion 6 to Send the message object Msg22 to the network. 
The RT communication processing control portion 6 Started 
at that time updates the message data of the message object 
Msg22 after completion of the AP module M21 according to 
the updating condition information (FIG. 29 (a)) of the 
message object Msg22, and then sends the message object 
Msg22 to the network. The task T2 is completed with 
completion of the last Starting processing. 

0354) The task T3 shifted to executing status starts the AP 
module M31 and the RT communication processing control 
portion 6 according to the Starting order information of the 
AP module/message object starting information (FIG. 26 
(b)) of the task T3. The details are as follows. 
0355 The task T3 initially starts the RT communication 
processing control portion 6 to update message data of the 
object Msg22 by a received message from the network. The 
RT communication processing control portion 6 Started at 
that time receives the object Msg22 from the task 2. 
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0356) Next, the task T3 starts the AP module M31 and 
finally starts the RT communication processing control 
portion 6 to Send the message object Msg32 to the network. 
The RT communication processing control portion 6 Started 
at that time updates the message data of the message object 
Msg32 after completion of the AP module M31 according to 
the updating condition information (FIG. 29 (a)) of the 
message object Msg32, and then sends the message object 
Msg32 to the network and uses System call to make the 
RTOS3 complete the task. The task T3 is completed with 
completion of the last Starting processing. 

0357 (2) Processing in the Control Unit 1b 
0358 When the network communication processing 
driver 4 receives the message object Msg22 from the net 
work, the RTOS3 starts the RT communication processing 
control portion 6. The RT communication processing control 
portion 6 uses system call to make the RTOS3 start the task 
T2 according to the post-updating action information (FIG. 
29 (b)) of the message object Msg22. The task T2 shifted to 
executing status by the above starts the AP modules M22, 
M23, M32 and the RT communication processing control 
portion 6 according to the Starting order information of the 
AP module/message object starting information (FIG. 27 
(a)) of the task T2. The details are as follows. 
0359 The task T2 initially starts the RT communication 
processing control portion 6 to update message data of the 
object Msg22, and further starts the RT communication 
processing control portion 6 to receive the message object 
Msg12-13. At the first starting, the RT communication 
processing control portion 6 updates the message data of the 
message object Msg22 by the received message according to 
the updating condition information (FIG. 29 (b)) of the 
message object Msg22, and at the next starting, updates the 
message object Msg12-13 at arrival of the message object 
Msg12-13 from the network by the received message 
according to the updating condition information (FIG. 29 
(b)) of the message object Msg12-13. 

0360. Then, the task T2 starts the AP module M22 and 
uses System call to execute wait 1. At that time, the task T2 
uses System call to start an alarm giving an event 1 (10 ms 
after completion of AP module) set in the event information 
of the AP module/message object Starting condition infor 
mation (FIG. 27 (a)). 
0361 Then, the task T2 released from wait status by 
starting of the alarm starts the AP module M23, and finally 
Starts the RT communication processing control portion 6 to 
send the message object Msg24 to the network. The RT 
communication processing control portion 6 Started at that 
time updates the message data of the message object Msg24 
after completion of the AP module M23 according to the 
updating condition information (FIG.29(b)) of the message 
object Msg24, and Sends the message object Msg24 to the 
network. The task T2 is completed with completion of the 
last Starting processing. 

0362. When the network communication processing 
driver 4 receives the message object Msg32 from the net 
work, the RTOS3 starts the RT communication processing 
control portion 6. The RT communication processing control 
portion 6 uses system call to make the RTOS3 start the task 
T3 according to the post-updating action information (FIG. 
29 (b)) of the message object Msg32. The task T3 shifted to 
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executing status by the above starts the AP module M32 and 
the RT communication processing control portion 6 accord 
ing to the starting order information of the AP module/ 
message object starting information (FIG.27(b)) of the task 
T3. The details are as follows. That is, the task T3 initially 
Starts the RT communication processing control portion 6 to 
update message data of the object Msg32. The RT commu 
nication processing control portion 6 Started at that time 
updates the message data of the message object Msg32 by 
the received message according to the updating condition 
information (FIG. 29 (b)) of the message object Msg32. 
Then, the task T3 starts the AP module M32, and finally 
Starts the RT communication processing control portion 6 to 
send the message object Msg33 to the network. The RT 
communication processing control portion 6 Started at that 
time updates the message data of the message object Msg32 
after completion of the AP module M32 according to the 
updating condition information (FIG.29(b)) of the message 
object Msg32. The task T3 is completed with completion of 
the last Starting processing. 

0363 (3) Control Unit 1c 
0364. When the network communication processing 
driver 4 receives the message object Msg33 from the net 
work, the RTOS3 starts the RT communication processing 
control portion 6. The RT communication processing control 
portion 6 uses system call to make the RTOS3 start the task 
T3 according to the post-updating action information (FIG. 
29 (c)) of the message object Msg33. The task T2 shifted to 
executing status by the above starts the AP module M33 and 
the RT communication processing control portion 6 accord 
ing to the starting order information of the AP module/ 
message object starting information (FIG. 28) of the task 
T2. The details are as follows. That is, the task T3 initially 
Starts the RT communication processing control portion 6 to 
update message data of the object Msg33. The RT commu 
nication processing control portion 6 Started at that time 
updates the message data of the message object Msg33 by 
the received message according to the updating condition 
information (FIG. 29 (c)) of the message object Msg33. 
Then, the task T3 starts the AP module M33, and finally 
Starts the RT communication processing control portion 6 to 
send the message object Msg34 to the network. The RT 
communication processing control portion 6 Started at that 
time updates the message data of the message object Msg34 
after completion of the AP module M33 according to the 
updating condition information of the message object 
Msg34, and then sends the message object Msg34 to the 
network. The task T3 is completed with completion of the 
last Starting processing. 

0365. In the above, sending of a message from each of the 
control units 1a, 1b, 1c to the network is performed accord 
ing to the priority information contained in each of the 
message objects. 

0366 As described above, in the present distributed 
control System, Since the task Starts the AP module and the 
message object communication processing according to the 
AP configuration information, the AP module and the mes 
Sage object communication processing program are com 
pletely separated. Therefore, according to the present dis 
tributed control system, even if the user defined information 
or the unit configuration is changed, the user can execute the 
application under the new System configuration only by 
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changing the Set contents of the user defined information 
without adding change to the Software. That is, Since a 
Volume of Software change incident to change in the System 
configuration or the unit configuration can be Suppressed 
minimum, labor for matching the application to the new 
System can be reduced. 
0367 Further, since the set contents of the AP configu 
ration information can be changed only by changing the Set 
contents of the user defined information, the AP module and 
the message communication processing can be easily Started 
Synchronously or asynchronously only by changing Starting 
order of the AP module and the message communication 
processing or the priority of the message object. Therefore, 
it is easy to shorten the worst executing time of Sensor 
inputting to actuator outputting including the communica 
tion processing through the network, and it is easy to 
guarantee the real time operatability of end-to-end. 
0368. Although the above description is made on an 
example in which the AP modules are distributed to the 
plurality of control units on the network, the present inven 
tion can be applied to a case where all the AP modules are 
allocated to one control unit on the network. For example, in 
a case where the AP module starting information table of 
FIG. 26 and the AP module input and output table of FIG. 
25 are included in the System configuration information 
2120 and the AP module allocation table having all the AP 
modules registered as the AP modules to be allocated to the 
control unit 1a is contained in the unit configuration infor 
mation 2121, the information analyzing tool 2108 executes 
the above-mentioned information automatic generating pro 
cessing based on the information 2120 and 2121, and the 
data shown in FIG. 58 and the data shown in FIG. 49 are 
registered to the message object information table and the 
AP module/message object starting information table of the 
control unit 1a, respectively. When the application in the 
control unit 1a having the tables transferred is executed, the 
task starts the AP modules and the RT communication 
control portion which provides the message object Sending 
and receiving Service between the AP modules according to 
Starting order and So on determined in the AP module/ 
message object starting information (refer to FIG. 50). 
Thereby, cooperative operation of the AP module by mutual 
message communication is performed to execute the appli 
cation. 

0369. In a case where there are a plurality of reading 
modules as well as a writing module in the message objects, 
the highest value among the priorities of the Starting tasks of 
the reading modules is employed as the priority of the 
message object in the present embodiment. However, it is 
not always necessary to do so. For example, if the priority 
of the writing module is employed as the priority of the 
message object, it becomes easy to perform message Send 
ing in the order of higher priority task. 
0370 Further, when the present invention is applied to a 
System in which a task is started only periodically, it is 
preferable that a message is periodically updated or that a 
message is allowed to periodically arrive and the task is 
Started in Synchronism with the cycle. 
0371. In the present embodiment, a message is generated 
even in a case of communication between tasks inside a 
Single unit. However, number of communication processing 
times can be reduced by quitting generating a message in a 
case of communication between tasks inside a Single unit. 
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Embodiment 3 

0372. Description will be made below on a configuration 
which improves real-time operatability of message Sending 
in the distributed control system. 

0373 FIG. 51 shows the configuration of a real-time 
distributed system. In the distributed control system, control 
units 5000 and 5060 are connected with a network 5005. As 
the network of the present invention used is a CAN (con 
troller area network) described, for example, in Specification 
of DeviceNet, volume 1, Release 2.0, 1998, chapter 2 
section 2.1 to 2.8, published by Open DeviceNet Vendor 
Association. The control unit 5000 is composed of a CPU 
2001, a memory 5002 and a CAN controller 5003 which are 
connected with a bus 5003. The CAN controller 5003 is 
connected to a CAN controller contained in the other control 
unit 5060 through the network 5005. The memory 5002 
stores an application program 5006, an OSEK-COM 5008, 
a CAN driver 5009 and an OS 5050. Here, the OSEK-COM 
is a program for processing OSEK-COM protocol which is 
described in Specification of OSEK/VDX Communication, 
Version 2.1, revision 1, published by OSEK. The CPU 5001 
reads a program stored in the memory 5002, and executes 
the program. The OS has a multi-task function capable of 
executing a plurality of tasks in parallel. The CAN controller 
5003 is hardware for performing message sending and 
message receiving with the other control unit 5060. 

0374. The CAN controller 5003, the application program 
5006, the CAN driver 5009 and the OS 5050 will be 
successively described below in detail. 

0375 (b) CAN Controller 
0376) Initially, the CAN controller will be described in 
detail. The protocol used by the CAN controller 5003 CAN 
protocol. The CAN protocol gives a message ID Specific to 
each of messages. Priorities are allocated to the message 
ID's, and priority control (bus-arbitration) of the network 
5005 is performed based on the priorities of the message 
ID's. The bus-arbitration by the message ID will be 
described. For example, it is assumed that the control unit 
5000 is connected to a plurality of control units having the 
same structure as that of the control unit 5000 through the 
network 5005. When each of the control units sends a 
message to the network 5005 at a time, only a control unit 
Sending a message having the highest priority message ID 
among the massages attains right of using the network 5005 
(win bus-arbitration), and can preferentially send the mes 
sage to the network 5005. 

0377 Next, the structure of the CAN controller will be 
described in detail. The CAN controller 5003 is composed of 
a control register 5022, a sending/receiving mail box 5023, 
a priority control part 5024, a sending buffer 5025, a 
receiving filter 5027 and a receiving buffer 5026. These will 
be described below in detail. 

0378. The sending/receiving mail box 5023 will be 
described. The sending/receiving mail box 5023 is com 
posed of a plurality of mail boxes of a mail box a 5028, a 
mail box b 5029, a mail box c 5030 and so on, and contains 
Sent messages and received messages. FIG. 52 is a detailed 
structural figure of the mailbox a 5028. The mailbox a 5028 
is composed of a Mail box name 5204, a Message ID 5201, 
a Data size 5202, a Data 5203. The Mail box name 5204 is 
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Specifically given to each of the mail boxes of the Sending/ 
receiving mail box 5023, and is an area to store the mailbox 
number. 

0379 The Message ID 5201 is an area to store a message 
ID of a Sent message and a received message. The mailbox 
a 5028 contains only the sent message and the received 
message having the Message ID 5202. The Data size 5202 
is an area to Store the data Size of the Stored Sent message and 
the stored received message. The Data 5203 is a data storing 
area of the Sent message and the received message. The 
detailed structures of the mail box b 5029 and the mailbox 
c 5030 are the same as that of the mail box a 5028. 

0380 FIG. 53 is a diagram showing the detailed con 
figuration of the control register 5022. The control register 
5022 is composed of a Mail box number 5301, a TXPR 
5302, a TXACK5303, a RXPR 5304 and a MBIMP 5305. 
The Mail box number 5301 is an area to store mail box 
numbers on the mail box basis. The TXPR 5302 is an area 
to Store message Sending requests on the mail box number 
basis, and the bit Set is performed when message Sending is 
requested to the CAN controller 5003. 
0381) The TXACK5303 is an area to store completion of 
the message Sending on the mail box number basis, and the 
bit set is performed when the CAN controller 5003 com 
pletes the message sending. The RXPR 5304 is an area to 
Store completion of the message receiving on the mail box 
number basis, and the bit set is performed when the CAN 
controller 5003 completes the message receiving. The 
MBIMP5305 is an area to inhibit interrupt at completion of 
message Sending or at completion of message receiving, and 
the bit set is performed when interrupt from the CAN 
controller 5003 to the CPU 5001 is inhibited at completion 
of message Sending or at completion of message receiving. 
0382. The priority control part 5024 transfers a message 
of a corresponding mailbox to the sending buffer 5025 when 
the message Sending request occurs. Further, when a plu 
rality of message Sending requests occur, the priority control 
part 5024 compares message IDS Stored in the corresponding 
mail boxes and transferS a message of a corresponding-mail 
box storing the highest priority message ID to the Sending 
buffer 5O25. 

0383. The sending buffer 5025 stores the message trans 
ferred from the priority control part 5024. The stored mes 
Sage participates the bus-arbitration by message ID. When 
the message wins the bus-arbitration by message ID, the 
message is transferred to the network 5005. When the 
message loses the bus-arbitration by message ID, the mes 
sage is not transferred to the network 5005 and waits for the 
next bus-arbitration. When the message loses the bus-arbi 
tration by message ID and a message Sending request to a 
message having a higher priority message ID occurs, the 
priority control part 5024 transfers the message of the mail 
box Storing the higher priority message ID to the Sending 
buffer 5O25. 

0384 The receiving buffer 5026 stores a received mes 
sage from the network 5005. 
0385) The receiving buffer 5026 compares a message ID 
of a message stored in the receiving buffer 5026 with a 
message ID registered to each of the mail boxes, and Stores 
the message to the corresponding mail box if the same 
message ID is found. 
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0386 The application program 5006, the OSEK-COM 
5008, the CAN driver 5009 and the OS 5050 will be 
described below in detail. 

0387 (c) Application Program 
0388. The application program will be described. The 
application program 5006 is composed of a plurality of 
application programs such as Apa 5012, Apb 5013, Apc 
5014 and so on, as shown in FIG. 51. In the present 
embodiment, each of these application programs is executed 
by different task. 

0389) (d) OSEK-COM 
0390 The configuration of OSEK-COM will be describe 
below in detail. The OSEK-COM 5008 is composed of a 
plurality of message objects Such as a message object a 
5015, a message object b 5016, a message object c5017 and 
So on, a massage Sending proceSS 5010 and a message 
receiving proceSS5011. Therein, in the massages used in the 
present embodiment there are two kinds of messages, 
queued message and unqueued message. The queued mes 
Sage is a message which requires queuing and can not be 
overwritten. The unqueued message is a message which 
does not require queuing and can be overwritten. 
0391 FIG. 54 is a diagram showing the detailed con 
figuration of the message object a 5015. The message object 
a 5015 is composed of a plurality of Sent queued message 
Objects (sGueued MsgObi) such as a sMsgObj 5401, a 
Status 5407, a Data 5408, a Buffer 5409, a sMsgNetParams 
5413, a sGueued Msginfo 5418, a sGueued MsgObi A5422, 
a SOueuedMsgObi B5430 and so on, a plurality of Statuses 
such as a Status 5424, a Status 5432 and so on, a plurality 
of FIFO buffers such as a FIFOBuffer A5429, a FIFOBuffer 
B 5437 and so on, and a plurality of NULL's such as a 
NULL 5411, a NULL 5438 and so on. 

0392 The Status 5407 is an area to store the status of 
sMsgObi (sending status, empty status of buffer). The Status 
5424 is an area to store the status of SQueuedMsgObi A5422 
(empty status of buffer). The Status 5432 is an area to store 
the status of sGueued MsgObj B 5430 (empty status of 
buffer). The Data 5408 is an area to store data of a message. 
The Buffer 5409 is a buffer of the Data 5408 when a message 
is an unqueued message (5412). The FIFOBuffer A5429 is 
a buffer of the Data 5408 when a message is a queued 
message (5412). The FIFOBuffer B 5437 is a buffer of the 
Data 5408 when a message is a queued message (5412). 
0393) The SMsgObi 5401 is composed of a Size 5402, a 
StatusRef 5403, a DataRef 5404, a sGueued Ms InfoRef 
5405 and a sMsgNetParamsRef 54.06. The Size 5402 is an 
area to store a data size of a message. The StatusRef 5403 
is a pointer to the Status 5407. The DataRef 5404 is a pointer 
to the Data 5408. The sOueued Ms InfoRef 5405 is a pointer 
to the SQueuedMsginfo 5418 when a message is a queued 
message. The SMsgNetParamsRef 5405 is a pointer to the 
NULL 5411 when a message is an unqueued message. 

0394 The sMsgNetParamsRef 54.06 is a pointer to the 
aMsgNetParams 5413 when message Sending or message 
receiving is through the network 5005. 

0395. The sMsgNetParamsRef 54.06 is a pointer to the 
NULL 5411 when message Sending or message receiving is 
not through the network 5005. 
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0396 The aMsgNetParams 5413 is composed of a Trans 
ferDir 5414, a TransferMode 5415, a TimePeriod 5416 and 
a Handle 5417. The TransferDir 5414 is an area to store 
whether a message is a Sent message or a received message. 
The TransferMode 5415 is an area to store whether periodi 
cal message Sending is used or not. If the periodical message 
Sending is used, an application program can perform mes 
sage sending every cycle time. The TimePeriod 5416 is an 
area to Stored the cycle time when the periodical message 
sending is used. The Handle 5417 is an area to store a 
message ID of a message. 

0397) The sOueuedMsgInfo 5418 is composed of a 
QueuedDepth 5419, a Nrec 5420 and a sGueuedMsiObjRef 
5421. The Queued Depth 5419 is an area to store a queuing 
depth, that is, a memeory used area of the FIFOBuffer. The 
Nrec 5420 is an area to store number of users of the message 
object. For example, when two application programs of the 
Apa 5012 and the Apb 5013 use one message object, the 
Nrec 5420 becomes 2. FIG. 54 shows a case where the Nirec 
5420 is 2, and the message object a 5015 becomes a 
configuration having two sGueued MsgObi (5422, 5430), 
two Status (5424,5432) and two FIFOBuffer (5429,5437). 
The SQueuedMsObjRef 5421 is a ponter to the SQueuedMs 
gObj. 

0398. The configuration of the sOueued MsgObi will be 
described, taking the SQueuedMsgObj A 5422 as an 
example. The SQueuedMsgObj A 5422 is composed of a 
StatusRef 5423, a Boundary DataRef 5425, a WriteDataRef 
5426, a ReadDataRef 5427 and a sGueued MsgObjRef 5428. 

0399. The StatusRef 5423 is a pointer to the Status 5424. 
The BoundaryDataRef 5425 is a first address of the 
FIFOBuffer A 5429. The Write)ata Ref 5426 is a write 
address of the FIFOBuffer A 5429. The Read)ata Ref 5427 
is a read address of the FIFOBuffer A 5429. The 
SQueuedMsgObjRef 5428 is a pointer to the SQueuedMs 
gObjB 5430. The configuration of sGueuedMsgObjB 5430 
is the same as that of the SQueued MsgObi A5422. However, 
the sOueuedMsgObjRef 5436 is a pointer to the NULL 
5438. 

0400 Operation of the OSEK-COM will be described 
below. Initially, message sending processing 5010 of the 
OSEK-COM will be described in detail. The message send 
ing processing 5010 is a program in which each of the 
application programs performs actual message Sending 
using the OSEK-COM 5008. In the present embodiment, the 
message Sending processing of the OSEK-COM is executed 
by a task of an application program calling the OSEK-COM. 
FIG. 55 is a flow chart showing the flow of the message 
Sending processing 5010. The message Sending processing 
5010 will be described, referring to FIG. 55. For example, 
it is assumed that the Apa 5012 executes message Sending 
using the message object a 5015 and the mail box a 5028. 

04.01 Initially, in Step S5500, the Apa 5012 determines a 
message object a 5015 used in the message Sending. 

0402. In Step S5501, it is judged referring to the sMs 
gNetParamsRef 5406 whether the message sending is com 
munication inside the unit or through network. 

0403. If the message sending is communication inside the 
unit, the message data sent by the Apa 5012 is written in the 
Data 5408 in Step S5502. 
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04.04. In a case where the sent message is an unqueued 
message, the Data 5408 is written in the Buffer 5409. 
0405. In a case where the sent message is a queued 
message, the Data 5408 is written in the FIFOBuffer (5429, 
5437). 
0406 If the message sending is not communication inside 
the unit, that is, communication through the network, in Step 
S5503 it is judged referring to the TransferDir 5414 whether 
the Sent message is a Sent message. 

0407 Next, in Step S5504, it is judged whether or not the 
Sent message is a queued message. 

0408 If the Sent message is a queued message, the 
queued message Sending processing is executed in Step 
S5505. 

04.09 If the Sent message is an unqueued message, the 
unqueued message Sending processing is executed in Step 
S5506. 

0410 FIG. 56 is a flow chart showing the details of the 
processing of the Step S5502 of FIG. 55. 
0411] The Step S5502 will be described, referring to FIG. 
56. 

0412) Initially, in Step S5600, the Apa 5012 writes data of 
the sent message in the Data 5408. 
0413. In Step S5601, if the sent message is an unqueued 
message, the Data 5408 is written in the Buffer 5409. 
0414. If the sent message is a queued message, the Data 
5408 is written in the FIFOBuffer (5429, 5437). 
0415 FIG. 57 is a flow chart showing the details of the 
processing of the Step S5601 of FIG. 56. The Step S5601 
will be described, referring to FIG. 57. 
0416) Initially, in Step S5700, it is judged whether or not 
the Sent message is a queued message. 
0417. If the Sent message is a queued message, in Step 
S5701 the Data 5408 is written in FIFOBuffer (5409,5437). 
0418) If the sent message is not a queued message, in 
Step S5702 a writing address of the Buffer 5409 is deter 
mined referring to the DataRef 5404 and the Size 5402. 
Then, in Step S5703, the Data 5408 is written in the Buffer 
5409. 

0419 FIG. 58 is a flow chart showing the details of the 
processing of the Step S5701 of FIG. 57. The Step S5701 
will be described, referring to FIG. 58. 

0420 Initially, in Step S5800, the data size of the sent 
message is determined referring to the Size 5402. 

0421. In Step S5801, the address of the Data 5408 is 
determined referring to the SizeRef 5404. 

0422. In Step S5802, the address of the sOueued MsgObj 
A 5422 is determined referring to the SQueuedMsgObjRef 
5421. 

0423) Next, by repeating the procedure from Step S5804 
to Step 5811 until the condition of Step S5803 is satisfied, 
that is, while the above determined address is not NULL, the 
Data 5408 is written in the FIFOBuffer (5429, 5437). The 
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processing from Step S5804 to Step 5811 will be described, 
taking writing from the Data 5408 to the FIFOBuffer A5429 
as an example. 

0424) In Step S5804, it is judged whether the FIFOBuffer 
A 5429 Overflows or not. 

0425) If overflows, in Step S5805, a value expressing 
overflowing of the FIFOBuffer A 5429 is written in the 
Status 5424. 

0426 If not overflows, in Step S5806, the Data 5408 is 
written in the FIFOBuffer A5429 referring to the WriteDa 
taRef 5426. 

0427 Next, in Step S5807, the WriteDataRef 5426 is 
updated. 

0428. In Step S5808, it is judged referring to the LIMIT 
4007 whether or not the buffer a 5018 overflows. 

0429) If overflows, in Step S5809, a value expressing 
overflowing of the buffer a 5018 is written in the Status 
5424. 

0430) If not overflows, in Step S5810, a value expressing 
no overflowing of the buffer a 5018 is written in the Status 
5424. 

0431. In Step S5811, the address of the sOueued MsgObj 
B 5430 is determined referring to the SQueuedMsgObjRef 
5428. 

0432 FIG. 59 is a flow chart showing the details of the 
processing of the Step S5505 of FIG. 55. The Step S5505 
will be described, referring to FIG. 59. 
0433) Initially, in Step S5900, it is judged whether the 
periodical message Sending is used or not, referring to the 
TransferMode 5415. 

0434 If the periodical message sending is used, in Step 
S5901, periodical message Sending is executed referring to 
the TimePeriod 5416. 

0435. If the periodical message sending is not used, in 
Step S5902, the data size of the sent message is determined 
first, referring to the Size 5402. 

0436) Next, in Step S5903, the address of the Data 5408 
is determined, referring to the DataRef 5404. 
0437. In Step S5904, the message ID of the sent message 
is determined, referring to the Handle 5417. 
0438. In Step S5905, the sending processing 5032 of the 
CAN driver is called, and the message is Sent to the network 
5005 using the CAN controller 5003. The task of sending 
processing of the CAN driver is started by this call. The 
details of the above will be described later. 

0439. In Step S5906, it is judged whether or not the sent 
message is written in the Data 5203 by a return parameter of 
the Step S5905. 

0440) If the sent message is written, in Step S5907, data 
of the message sent by the Apa 5012 is written in the Data 
5408. 

0441) Next, in Step S5909, the Data 5908 is written in the 
FIFOBuffer (5428,5437). 
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0442 FIG. 60 is a flow chart showing the details of the 
processing of the Step S5506 of FIG. 55. The Step S5506 
will be described, referring to FIG. 60. 
0443) Initially, in Step S6000, it is judged whether the 
periodical message Sending is used or not, referring to the 
TransferMode 5415. 

0444 If the periodical message sending is used, in Step 
S6001, periodical message Sending is executed referring to 
the TimePeriod 5416. 

0445. If the periodical message sending is not used, in 
Step S6002, the data size of the sent message is determined 
first, referring to the Size 5402. 
0446. Next, in Step S6003, the address of the Data 5408 
is determined, referring to the DataRef 5404. 
0447. In Step S6004, the message ID of the sent message 
is determined, referring to the Handle 5417. 
0448. In Step S6005, the message is sent to the network 
5005 using the CAN controller 5003. 
0449 In Step S6006, it is judged whether or not the sent 
message is written in the Data 5203 by a return parameter of 
the Step S6005. 
0450. If the sent message is written, in Step S6007, data 
of the message sent by the Apa 5012 is written in the Data 
5408. 

0451. Next, in Step S6008, the Data 5408 is written in the 
Buffer 5409. 

0452. The message receiving processing 5011 of the 
OSEK-COM will be described below in detail. The message 
receiving processing 5011 is a program in which each of the 
application programs performs actual message Sending 
using the OSEK-COM 5008. In the present embodiment, the 
message receiving processing of the OSEK-COM is 
executed by a task of an application program calling the 
OSEK-COM. FIG. 61 is a flow chart showing the flow of 
the message receiving processing 5011. The message receiv 
ing processing 5010 will be described, referring to FIG. 61. 
For example, it is assumed that the Apa 5012 executes 
message receiving using the message object a 5015, the 
buffer a 5018 and the mail box a 5028. Further, it is assumed 
that the message received by the Apa 2012 is stored in the 
mail box a 5028 by the CAN controller 5003, and stored in 
the buffer a 5018 by the message sending/receiving comple 
tion interrupt processing 5034 of the CAN driver. 
0453) Initially, in Step S6100, the Apa 5012 determines a 
message object a 5015 used in the message receiving. 
0454. In Step S6101, it is judged referring to the Trans 
ferDir 5414 whether the message to be received is a received 
meSSage or not. 

0455 If a received message, in Step S6102 an address of 
the Data 5408 is determined referring to the DataRef 5404. 
0456. In Step S6103, a message ID of the received 
message. is determined referring to the Handle 5417. 
0457. In Step S6104, the receiving processing 5033 of the 
CAN driver is called, and the task of receiving processing of 
the CAN driver is started by this call. The details of the 
above will be described later. The data of the received 
message is written from the buffer a 5018 to the Data 5408. 
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0458 In Step S6105, it is judged whether or not the 
message to be received is written from the buffer a 5018 to 
the Data 5408 by a return parameter of the Step S6104. 
0459. If the message to be received is written, in Step 
56106 the Data 5408 is written in the Buffer 5406 when the 
received message is an unqueued message (5412). 
0460. When the received message is a queued message 
(5412), the Data 5408 is written in the FIFOBuffer (5429, 
5437). 
0461) Finally, in Step S6107, the data is read from the 
message object a 5015 to the Apa 5012. 
0462 FIG. 62 is a flow chart showing the details of the 
processing 6107. The Step S6107 will be described, refer 
ring to FIG. 62. 
0463) Initially, in Step S6200, the data size of the 
received message is determined referring to the Size 5402. 
0464) Next, in Step S6201, it is judged whether or not the 
message to be received is a queued message. 
0465. If the message to be received is a queued message, 
the address of the SQueuedMsgObi A 5422 is determined 
referring to the SQueuedMsgObjRef 5421. 
0466 Next, in Step S6203, it is judged referring to the 
Status 5424 whether or not there is a received message in the 
FIFOBuffer A 5429. 

0467. If there is a received message, initially in Step 
S6204, the received message is read from the FIFOBuffer A 
5429 to the Apa 5012 referring to the Read DataRef 5427. 
0468. Next, in Step S6205, the ReadDataRef 5427 is 
updated. 

0469. Then, in Step S6206, it is judged whether or not the 
FIFOBuffer A5429 is empty. 
0470) If the FIFOBuffer A5429 is empty, in Step S6207 
a value expressing the FIFOBuffer A 5429 being empty is 
stored in the Status 5424. 

0471) If the FIFOBuffer A 5429 is not empty, in Step 
S6208 a value expressing the FIFOBuffer A5429 being not 
empty is stored in the Status 5424. 
0472. If it is judged in Step S6201 that the message to be 
received is not a queued message, initially in Step S6209 the 
read address of the Buffer 5409 is determined referring to the 
Data Ref 5404 and the Size 5402. 

0473) Next, in Step S6210, the received data is read from 
the buffer 5409 to the Apa 5012. 
0474. Then, in Step S6211, a value expressing the buffer 
5409 being empty is stored in the Status 5407. 
0475 (e) CAN Driver 
0476) The CAN driver 5009 will be described below in 
detail. Initially, the configuration of the CAN driver will be 
described. The CAN driver 5009 is composed of a buffer 
5031, a message attribute table 5021, a message sending 
process 5032, a message receiving process 5033 and a 
message Sending/receiving completion interrupt proceSS 
5034. 

0477 The buffer 5031 is composed of a plurality of 
buffers of a buffer a 5018, a buffer b 5019, a buffer c 5020 
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and so on. Number of the buffers composing the buffer 5031 
is prepared by the number of mail boxes composing the 
sending and receiving mail box 5023, and each of the buffers 
Serves as a Specially used buffer for each of the mail boxes. 
For example, when the specially used buffer for the mailbox 
a 2028 is the buffer a 5018, the buffer is a data storing area 
of the message similar to the Data 5203. 
0478 FIG. 63 is a view showing the detailed configura 
tion of the message attribute table 5021. The message 
attribute table 5021 is composed of a mailbox number 6301, 
a MessageID 6302, a DataSize 6303, a QUEUED 6304, a 
LOCKED 6305, a NOMSG 6306 and a LIMIT 6307. 
0479. The mail box number 6301 is an area to store the 
mail box number of each of the mail boxes. The MessageID 
6302 is an area to store the message ID registered to the mail 
box. The DataSize 6303 is an area to store the data size of 
the message registered to the mail box for each of the mail 
boxes. The messageID 6304 and the DataSize 6303 are 
memory areas, for example, Similar to those of the mes 
sageID 5201 and the DataSize 5202 composing the mailbox 
a 5028. The OUEUED 6304 is an area to Store whether a 
message is a queued message or an unqueued message for 
each of the mail boxes. It is bit-Set when the message is a 
queued message. The LOCKED 6305 is an area to store 
whether a message Stored in the mail box is under execution 
of message sending to the network 5005 by receiving a 
message Sending request or not under execution of message 
Sending by receiving no message Sending request for each of 
the mail boxes. The LOCKED 6305 is bit-set when a 
message Stored in the mail box is under execution of 
message sending to the network 5005 by receiving a mes 
sage sending request. The NOMSG 6306 is an area to store 
whether or not the buffer 5031 is filled with the received 
messages for each mail box number. The NOMSG 6306 is 
bit-set when the buffer 5031 is not filled with the received 
messages. The LIMIT 6307 is an area to store whether or not 
the buffer 5031 is filled with the received messages to the 
limit for each mail box number. The LIMIT 6307 is bit-set 
when the buffer 5031 is filled with the received messages to 
the limit. In the present embodiment, it is necessary to 
provide, for example, the buffer 5031 with the FIFO buffer 
for queuing the queued messages because queued messages 
and unqueued messages are handled. 
0480. The unqueued messages does not need to be 
queued. In a case where each of the buffers 5031 is installed 
as a FIFO buffer, the LIMIT 6307 is bit-set when the FIFO 
buffer overflows. 

0481) Operation of the CAN driver will be described 
below. Processing of the CAN driver is executed by another 
task different from the application program or the OSEK 
COM. Initially, the message sending processing 5032 of the 
CAN driver will be described in detail. In the present 
embodiment, as the OSEK-COM calls the message sending 
processing of the CAN driver by STEP S5905 of FIG. 59, 
the message Sending processing task of the CAN drover is 
Started. When a plurality of calls of the message Sending 
processing of the CAN driver occur, a plurality of tasks are 
Started correspondingly. 

0482 FIG. 64 is a flow chart showing the detailed 
process of the message sending processing 5032 of the CAN 
driver. The message Sending processing of the CAN driver 
will be described, referring to FIG. 64. 
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0483 Initially, in Step S6400, a mail box number is 
determined from a message ID of a Sent message using the 
message attribute table 5021. 
0484) Next, in Step S6401, it is judged whether or not the 
LOCKED 6305 is bit-set. If the LOCKED 6305 is bit-set, a 
value expressing failing to write the Sent message in the Data 
5203 is stored in the return parameter. 
0485). If not bit-set, in St3ep S6403 the LOCKED 6305 is 

bit-set. 

0486 Next, in Step S6404, the data of the message sent 
by the Apa 5012 is written in the Data 5203. 
0487. Then, in Step S6405, the TXPR is bit-set to request 
the CAN controller 5003 to execute message sending to the 
network 5005. 

0488. In Step S6406, a value expressing success of writ 
ing the sent message in the Data 5203 is stored in the return 
parameter. 

0489. By completion of the above processing, the mes 
Sage Sending task of the CAN driver is completed. 
0490 The message receiving processing 5033 of the 
CAN driver will be described in detail. In the present 
embodiment, as the OSEK-COM calls the message receiv 
ing processing of the CAN driver by STEPS6104 of FIG. 
61, the message receiving processing task of the CAN 
drover is started. When a plurality of calls of the message 
receiving processing of the CAN driver occur, a plurality of 
tasks are started correspondingly. 
0491 FIG. 65 is a flow chart showing the detailed 
process of the message receiving processing 5033 of the 
CAN driver. The message receiving processing of the CAN 
driver will be described, referring to FIG. 65. 
0492. Initially, in Step S6500, a mail box number is 
determined from a message ID of a message to be received 
using the message attribute table 5021. 
0493). In Step S6501, the MBIMR 5305 is bit-set. 
0494. In Step S6502, it is judged whether or not the 
NOMSG is bit-set. 

0495. If it is judged in Step S6502 that the NOMSG is 
bit-set, in Step S6503 a value expressing that the received 
message is not written in the buffer a 5018 is stored in the 
return parameter. 

0496) If it isjudged in Step S6502 that the NOMSG is not 
bit-set, in Step S6504 it is judged whether or not the LIMIT 
6307 is bit-set. 

0497. If it is judged in Step S6504 that LIMIT 6307 is 
bit-set, in Step S6505 a value expressing overflow of the 
buffer a 5018 is stored in the return parameter. 
0498. Then, in Step S6506, the LIMIT 6307 is cleared. 
0499. If it is judged in Step S6504 that LIMIT 6307 is not 
bit-set, in Step S6507 a value expressing no overflow of the 
buffer a 5018 is stored in the return parameter. 
0500. Then, in Step S6508, the data of the received 
message is written from the buffer 5018 to the Data 3408. 
0501). In Step S6509, the NOMSG 6306 is bit-set. 
0502. In Step S6510, the MBIMR 5305 is cleared. 
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0503. By completion of the above processing, the mes 
Sage receiving task of the CAN driver is completed. 
0504. The message sending/receiving completion inter 
rupt processing 5034 of the CAN driver will be described in 
detail. FIG. 66 is a flow chart showing the detailed process 
of the message Sending/receiving completion interrupt pro 
cessing 5034 of the CAN driver. The message sending/ 
receiving completion interrupt processing of the CAN driver 
will be described, referring to FIG. 66. 
0505 Initially, in Step S6600, it is judged whether or not 
the CAN controller 5003 is message sending completion 
interrupt. 
0506 If message sending completion interrupt, the pro 
cedure from Step S6602 to Step S6604 is repetitively 
executed in order of Smaller mail box number while the 
condition of Step S6601 is satisfied, that is, by number of the 
mail boxes of the CAN controller 5003. 

0507. In Step S6602, it is judged whether or not the 
TXACK5303 is bit-Set. 

0508). If bit-set, the LOCKED 6305 is cleared first in Step 
S6603. 

0509. Then, in Step S6604, the TXACK5303 is cleared. 
0510. In Step S6605, the message sending completion 
interrupt plug is cleared. 

0511. In Step S6606, it is judged whether or not the CAN 
controller 5003 is message receiving completion interrupt. 
0512) If message receiving completion interrupt, the pro 
cedure from Step S6608 to Step S6615 is repetitively 
executed in order of Smaller mail box number while the 
condition of Step S6607 is satisfied, that is, by number of the 
mail boxes of the CAN controller 5003. 

0513. In Step S6608, whether or not the PXPR 5304 is 
bit-set. 

0514) If bit-set, in Step S6609 it isjudged whether or noy 
the OUEUED 6304 is bit-set. 

0515) If bit-set in the judgment of Step S6609, in Step 
S6610 it is judged whether or not the NOMSG 6306 is 
bit-set. 

0516) If bit-set in the judgment of Step S6610, in Step 
S6611 the received message is written from the mail box a 
5028 to the buffer a 5018. 

0517) If not bit-set in the judgment of Step S6610, in Step 
S6612 the LIMIT 6307 is bit-set. 

0518) If not bit-set in the judgment of Step S6609, in Step 
S6613 the received message is written from the mail box a 
5028 to the buffer a 5018. 

0519 In Step S6614, the NOMSG 6306 is cleared. 
0520. In Step S6615, the RXPR 5304 is cleared. 
0521) (f) OS 
0522 The OS will be described below in detail. The OS 
5050 has a scheduler 5052 for executing scheduling of the 
task priority management table 5051 and tasks. A method of 
task scheduling of the scheduler 5052 using the task priority 
management table 5051 will be described below. 
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0523 FIG. 67 is a figure showing the configuration of the 
task priority management table. The configuration of the 
task priority management table 5051 will be described, 
referring to FIG. 67. The task priority management table is 
composed of a message ID 6700 of a message and a task 
priority 6701. Assuming that, for example, priorities of 
message ID are 100, 200, 300 in descending order, the task 
priority management table is preset So that priorities of the 
tasks processing the message are 1, 2, 3 in descending order 
corresponding to the priorities of the message ID. The 
scheduler 5052 starts a task having a high task priority 
preferentially referring to the task priority management table 
5051. 

0524. In the present embodiment, the tasks of the mes 
Sage Sending processing 5032 and the message receiving 
processing 5033 of the CAN driver 5009 are started by call 
from the OSEK-COM 5008. With starting the task of the 
message sending processing 5032 of the CAN driver 5009, 
the CAN controller 5003 can be requested to send a message 
to the network 5005 by storing the sent message in the 
sending and receiving mail box 5023. 
0525. When the message sending processing task of the 
CAN driver is started to Send the message having message 
ID of 300, the scheduler 5052 starts the task with priority 
level 3 referring to the task priority management table 5051. 
The Started task Stores the Sent message in the Sending and 
receiving mail box 5023 and requests the CAN controller 
5003 to send the message to the network 5005. 
0526 When a message sending processing task of the 
CAN driver is started later to Send a message having 
message ID of 100 while another message Sending proceSS 
ing task of the CAN driver for Sending another message 
having message ID of 300 is in progress, the scheduler 5052 
Starts the task with priority level 1 and, at the same time, 
temporarily brings the task in progreSS with priority level 3 
in a wait State referring to the task priority management table 
5051. By doing so, it is possible to request the CAN 
controller 5003 to send the message having message ID of 
100 to the network 5005 by storing the message having 
message ID of 100 in the Sending and receiving mail box 
5023, in prior to Sending the message having message ID of 
3OO. 

0527 Similarly, the message receiving processing task of 
the CAN driver is started in the order of priority correspond 
ing to the received message ID. 
0528. According to the present invention, even if a mes 
Sage Sending processing task of the CAN driver is just 
executing the request of Sending a message to the network 
by Storing the message in a mail box of a CAN controller, 
another message Sending processing task of the CAN driver 
Started later can execute the request of Sending another 
message having a higher priority to the network by Storing 
the message in a mail box of the CAN controller. Thereby, 
the priority of the writing module as the priority of the 
message object 

0529 Further, according to the present invention, even if 
a message Sending processing task of the CAN driver is just 
Storing a message from a mail box of the CAN controller to 
a message object of the OSEK-COM, another message 
Sending processing task of the CAN driver Started later can 
Store another message having a higher priority from a mail 
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box of the CAN controller to a message object of the 
OSEK-COM. Thereby, a message in the highest priority 
level can be received with the highest preferential order, and 
accordingly the real-time operatability of message receiving 
can be improved. 

0530 (2) Another Embodiment of the Present Invention 
0531. Although the CAN driver in the above description 
has the buffer for temporarily Storing a received message, 
the received message may be directly written in a message 
object of the OSEK-COM from the CAN controller without 
providing any buffer. By doing So, the time required for 
message receiving processing can be reduced and the 
memory resource can be Saved. 
0532. Further, although in the above-mentioned embodi 
ment the CAN controller having the plurality of mail boxes 
is used and the Specified message IDS are allocated to the 
mail boxes by only one ID for each mail box, a plurality of 
message IDS may be allocated to one mail box. By doing So, 
various kinds of messages having different message IDS can 
be sent and received irrespective of number of the mail 
boxes contained in the CAN controller. 

0533. Furthermore, although the buffers for temporarily 
Storing a received message are installed in the CAN driver 
by one buffer for each of the mail boxes in the above 
mentioned embodiment, a plurality of buffers may be 
installed for one mail box. By doing So, when one mail box 
receives a plurality of messages, the received messages can 
be buffered by each of message IDs of the received mes 
Sages. Therefore, the real-time operatability of the message 
receiving can be improved by Starting message receiving 
processing tasks of the CAN driver corresponding to priori 
ties of the messages. 
0534) Further, although the buffers for temporarily stor 
ing a received message are installed in the CAN driver in the 
above-mentioned embodiment, buffers for temporarily stor 
ing a Sent message may be installed in the CAN driver. In 
addition, a plurality of the buffers may be installed for each 
mail box. By doing So, when a plurality of messages are Sent 
using one mail box, the Sent messages can be buffered by 
each of message IDs of the Sent messages. Therefore, the 
real-time operatability of the message Sending can be 
improved by Starting message Sending processing tasks of 
the CAN driver corresponding to priorities of the messages. 

0535 Although the CAN protocol is used in the above 
mentioned embodiment, the other communication protocol 
may be employed. By doing So, the System can cope with the 
other protocol as well as the CAN protocol. 

0536 Although the OSEK-COM is used as the commu 
nication library in the above-mentioned embodiment, the 
other communication library executing message Sending 
processing and message receiving processing may be 
employed. By doing So, the System can cope with the other 
communication library as well as the OSEK-COM. 
0537 According to the present distributed control sys 
tem, Since a task Starts an AP module and message commu 
nication processing, the AP module and the message com 
munication processing can be completely separated. 
Therefore, according to the present distributed control Sys 
tem, even if the user defined information or the unit con 
figuration is changed, the user can execute the application 
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under the new System configuration only by changing the Set 
contents of the user defined information without adding 
change to the Software. That is, Since a Volume of Software 
change incident to change in the System configuration or the 
unit configuration can be Suppressed minimum, labor for 
matching the application to the new System can be reduced. 
0538 Further, according to the present distributed control 
System, Since Starting order of the application program and 
the communication control program on each of the control 
units can be changed by changing the Set contents of the 
module configuration information on each of the control 
units, the application program and the communication con 
trol program can be easily Started Synchronously or asyn 
chronously. Therefore, it is easy to shorten the worst execut 
ing time of Sensor inputting to actuator outputting including 
the communication processing through the network, and it is 
easy to guarantee the real time operatability of end-to-end. 
0539 Further, in a case where there are a plurality of 
reading modules in the message objects, it possible to easily 
perform message Sending in the order of higher priority task 
by employing the priority of the writing module as the 
priority of the message object. Furthermore, in a case of 
communication between tasks in a single unit, the commu 
nication processing can be reduced by preventing generation 
of messages. 
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0540 According to the present invention, a message in 
the highest priority level can be sent with the highest 
preferential order, and accordingly the real-time operatability 
of message Sending can be improved. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A distributed control System comprising: 
a message object configuration information Storing means 

for Storing a starting procedure of a message object 
having a network communication function, the mes 
Sage object being for performing communication pro 
cessing between application programs each of which is 
constituted by a Software module, and the message 
object configuration information Storing means com 
prising communication processing priority indicating a 
priority to execute communication processing, and 

a communication processing control means for executing 
Said message object based on the priority by referring 
to Said message object configuration information 
CS. 

2. A distributed control System according to claim 1, 
wherein Said Software module performs calculation for 
controlling instruments in a vehicle. 


